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Nutrition Matters™
Editorial
The year is half gone and I realise
my productivity will need a power-boost if I am to achieve my list
of goals by year’s end. One lesson
I have learnt is to consider comGraeme Sait, CEO,
NTS
patibility when goal-setting next
time out. You see, one of my goals for this year was to
counter my workaholism by living in the moment and
embracing a spontaneous, childlike approach to leisure.
How did I ever think I could write three books, and a music CD while kayaking and kite flying with my 12 year old
son? I am, however, midway through the first of these
books and I have summarised some of the key points
in an article in this issue called “Prostate Implosion”.
I have become so passionate about the desperate need
for men to understand their prostate issues. This knowlege is necessary to enable correction of problems and
the protection of this vulnerable gland from the ravages of 21st Century living. I am flabbergasted at how little
men know about a body part that is now killing us more
often than our hearts. Having said that I have previously
suffered from prostatitis and recently suffered my first
broken heart and I know which I would prefer. Give me
the burning urine any day!
In this issue I’ve tried to write something for everyone.
There is a piece about how to grow a spectacular vege
garden even if you have never gardened before. There is
an article about a root cause of obesity which may surprise many of you, but could prove of great import if you
are pregnant or contemplating having a child. Following
a recent visit to NZ I was really taken with a visit to the
farm of Dennis Yates from the Yates seed dynasty. His
story and perceptive questions form the basis of what
amounts to an introduction to the multiple benefits of
biological farming. Empires have been won and lost on
the back of salt and you may be fascinated to find out
about the critical importance of the right kind of salt for
the health of you and your family. There is an in-depth
article about the trace mineral, boron. You will marvel
at the far-reaching consequences of boron neglect and
the profit potential of such a small investment when correcting a boron deficit. You will learn about what we lose
when we depend upon chemicals to manage pests
and I am not just talking about a financial penalty for
this dependence. Perhaps you will even be inspired to
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take a Government-sponsored holiday to glorious Norfolk Island in September to complete the 4 Day NTS Certificate in Sustainable Agriculture in paradise. There is
also a whole suite of news items about successes in the
biological agriculture in this quarter’s magazine. I hope
this issue of Nutrition Matters™, which is our largest to
date, contains something that may inspire you to make a
worthwhile change in your life or on your farm and if not,
I’ll try even harder to move you in three months time.
Stay happy and healthy. - Graeme

Age Proves No Barrier
To Paradigm Shift
Enhancing The Yates Legacy
The greatest pleasure I have found during my 16 year involvement with biological agriculture is to witness a reawakening of a passion in growers who have embraced
this approach. Our work
comprises the biggest part
of our allotted time on this
planet and it is one of life’s
essentials that we thoroughly enjoy our chosen
profession. If you are not
having fun in your work
then find something that
moves you, because life is
simply too short to compromise! The “sparking”
process, where growers are
inspired to make a change,
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Checking the rate of stubble digestion in Dennis’s corn
crop we found a deficiency of fungi.
can happen at any stage in your life. The only limitation
is a closed mind. In a world of rapid change the only
thing certain is change and, in this flux, an open mind
becomes a prerequisite to survive and thrive. Closed
minds are often associated with age and religion so I am
always excited when older farmers choose to embrace
change. I have seen several cases where older farmers
have withdrawn their farms from sale, after attending
one of our courses and experimenting with biological
principles. They develop an almost childlike enthusiasm
as they discover the pleasures of working with a natural system rather than against it. During a recent visit to
New Zealand I was touring local farms with agronomist,
Jacqui Tink, to get a feel for the local issues and to witness biological farming at work in that country. Jacqui is
agronomist with Abron Living Soil Solutions, the NTS
distributors in the North Island. One of her clients is Dennis Yates from the pioneering dynasty responsible for
Yates Seeds. We were lucky enough to arrive at the farm
on the day that Dennis was celebrating his 82nd birthday. Dennis is undoubtedly an astute businessman with
no shortage of the Yates entrepreneurial flair and he is
also a warm, appealing soul who was happy to share the
engrossing history of his property and family.

From Coastal Mud To High Production Corn
Dennis’s grandfather arrived in New Zealand from England in 1888 and decided to continue his profession as a
seedsman in his new homeland. It was obviously a good
decision, for within 20 years he was in a position to accumulate a large 9000 acre property stretching all the
way to Pukekohe. The block that Dennis farms today was
part of that original property but his farm was expanded in 1930 when a major engineering program, bravely
initiated in the midst of the great depression, reclaimed
200 acres of tidal flats. It was fascinating to imagine the
large scale construction work, involving manual labour
and draft horses, as a dam and floodgates were created.
Dennis still remembers the yellow flowering, salt tolerant grass that was the first species to colonise the newly
reclaimed paddocks. In recent years Dennis has success-

fully grown corn on 200 hectares of the farm and last
year he decided to experiment, working with Abron, in
the application of biological principles in his growing
enterprise. He farms in a region renowned for wet winters where water always puddles and paddocks become
swamps. Dennis was pleasantly surprised, in his first year
with the new system, to find that his was the only property in the region that was free from this puddling. This
positive change became the basis of the first of many
questions from this remarkable farmer who is still learning and honing his growing skills at an age when many
are playing checkers in a retirement home. In fact, Dennis is pioneering the biological approach in his region
and this somehow seems an appropriate expansion of
the Yates legacy. The astute questions posed by Dennis
are questions that flow through the minds of any good
businessman contemplating a new approach, so I will include this Q/A format in the hope that it will serve to help
other potential newcomers to biological agriculture.

Questions from Dennis
Dennis: What is the explanation for my lack of puddling
last winter?
Graeme: There was a change in your soil structure linked
to two things, minerals and microbes. It would be safe to
say that the relationship between these two soil components is the essence of the biological approach. Soil
tests revealed that your calcium levels needed boosting and this typically involves an application of limestone followed by a response time that varies between
6 months and two years. Calcium increases the spaces
between the tiny clay particles in the soil in a process
called flocculation. As a result your soil can breath more
easily, plant roots can expand unimpeded and surface
water can drain more readily. As I mentioned, this usually
takes a significant period of time but Abron have developed a strategy to fast-track the desired end-result. Like
NTS in Australia, they use liquid micronised limestone to
speed up the response time. The Abron flagship product, Bio-Cal, involves a unique manufacturing process
where these miniscule calcium particles are fermented
to further increase calcium availability. Then nitrogen,
trace minerals, humic acid and a dedicated biostimulant are also added to the mix. Your program included
an initial application of Bio-Cal prior to sowing and a
second application post harvest. The calcium response
is virtually immediate with this product and the biological stimulants that are part of the mix, kick start your soil
biology so the microbes can also contribute to improving your soil structure. Bacteria in the soil release a sticky
alkaline slime that binds together tiny soil particles to
form mini aggregates. Then beneficial fungi in the soil
use their tentacle-like hyphae to wrap up these mini aggregates into larger particles called macro aggregates. In
this manner these organisms create a crumb structure in
your soil which promotes more rapid drainage of surface
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water (amongst many other benefits).
Dennis: I achieved a total yield of 2100 tonnes in my first
season farming biologically, at grain prices of $310 per
tonne. I was very happy with an average yield between
9 to 11 tonnes per hectare (dry weight). Corn loves nitrogen and yet this year we used a lot less than normal but
achieved great yields. How is this possible?
Graeme: Three things are happening here. Your program contained humic acid which has been shown to
increase fertiliser response by over 30% so, in effect, you
need less fertiliser to do the same job. Your urea has also
been stabilised with the addition of humates. In fact a
urea humate is formed which does not leach or volatilise. It is generally accepted that you normally access
just 28 units of N from the 46 units present in urea, so it
is not a very efficient form of nitrogen. Efficiency is dramatically improved with the addition of soluble humate
granules. However, a key feature of this approach is that
you can now access free nitrogen from the atmosphere.
Most growers believe that most of the N they use to produce a crop comes from the bag, but this is not the case.
In all soils a large proportion of the nitrogen comes from
the atmosphere, either through rain or from nitrogen
fixation. The aim of the biological approach is to maximise the “free” supply so you can reduce your reliance on
petro-chemicals. 74,000 tonnes of nitrogen gas hovers
above every hectare on the planet and this is where we
were supposed to get most of our nitrogen. The problem
is that we need to have a recipe in place to access the
“free gift” and this is largely misunderstood or ignored.
Dennis: I like the idea of the free stuff! What is that recipe?
Graeme: Well, there are two types of nitrogen-fixing
bacteria in the soil. There are the rhizobium organisms
that live in the nodules attached to the roots of legumes,
like clover. There are also free-living nitrogen-fixing bacteria that live near the plant roots and deliver nitrogen in
exchange for the sugars the plant exudes from it’s roots.
Both of these sectors in the microbial workforce require
the same package to ensure their viability and performance. They need 5 things to be in place. They need a
good calcium to magnesium ratio to open the soil to
allow improved oxygen uptake. Free-living nitrogen fixers are highly aerobic so they must have a good oxygen
supply for maximum performance. Secondly, they need
an available supply of soluble phosphate, as phosphate
is the basis of ATP, a compound needed for all enzyme
reactions. Nitrogen fixation involves an enzyme called
nitrogenase, produced by the soil bacteria. Two minerals must be present for the organisms to manufacture
nitrogenase. These minerals are iron and molybdenum.
A third trace mineral called cobalt is also required for the
health and vitality of nitrogen fixing organisms. Your Abron nutrition program included all five parts of this rec-

ipe (calcium, phosphate, iron, molybdenum and cobalt)
so that is why you could reduce nitrogen from the bag
and still achieve good yields.
Dennis: You have mentioned that this biological approach may generate a second income stream in the not
too distant future. How does that work?
Graeme: There is a growing recognition that agriculture
is a massive contributor of green house gases and at
some point we will have to pay the piper. In fact, farmers contribute 25% of the CO2, 60% of the methane and
80% of the nitrous oxide. Nitrous oxide has 310 times
more effect than carbon dioxide, in terms of thickening
the blanket, so this is no small thing. It is obvious to me
that farmers will have to pay for their carbon footprint
at some point and that carbon tax, when it comes could
be substantial. The good news is that there will be an
opportunity to offset that coming tax and to earn extra
income in the process. Farmers will be paid carbon credits for building humus because there is simply no other
alternative. If we were to cut carbon emissions by 100%,
on a global scale, starting tomorrow, then in 200 years
time we would be down to the levels of greenhouse
gases we had in the atmosphere in 1975 and this is still
much too high. We are locked into crash mode and the
only sector that can save us is agriculture. The US, for example, produces 25% of the world’s CO2 emissions with
just 5% of the world’s population (8 billion of the 30 billion tonnes of CO2 spewed into the atmosphere each
year). If the US were to build 1% organic matter in their
agricultural soils that would pull 4.5 billion tonnes of CO2
out of the atmosphere and that is actually more than
is needed. Within a short time you will be paid carbon
credits for building humus because there is simply no
other choice. Farmers need to be financially motivated
to save the world and it needs to happen urgently!
Dennis: Can you explain how we can do this?
Graeme: Yes. It’s all about biology, and this understanding is proving a big driver of the global move towards a
more sustainable approach. NTS is now in 35 countries.
Last year was our record year and this year we are sub-

Corn Stubble is the perfect dry fibrous material for conversion to stable humus by cellulose-digesting fungi
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beneficial fungi is humic acid so this becomes a big part
of our programs. Kelp is another biological prerequisite
as it stimulates both fungi and plant growth.
Dennis: Is there any way we can monitor the state of our
soil biology and check how we are progressing down
this new path?

I visited Dennis on his 82nd birthday and thoroughly enjoyed being part of the celebration.
stantially up on that. The smart operators are realising
that if biology builds carbon then anything that suppresses biology is obviously counterproductive. Unfortunately, almost everything in conventional agriculture
suppresses soil life. The most important creatures on the
planet at present are cellulose digesting fungi. These are
the creatures that convert crop residues into stable carbon that lasts for 35 years in the soil. Now that we have
begun to monitor soil life, it has become apparent that
these creatures have been devastated during the chemical agriculture experiment over the past 70 or 80 years.
Fungicides obviously take out the good with the bad,
over-cultivation slices and dices these little guys and
puts them on the back foot. Acid fertilisers, like super
or DAP, sizzle up their fragile hyphae just like putting a
blowtorch to human hair. However recent research suggests that herbicides may turn out to be the worst culprits. These chemicals can actually kill beneficial fungi
more effectively than they kill weeds. The art of humus
building is about reducing the impact of these negatives, and there are several ways you can soften the blow.
It is also about reducing tillage and building and feeding
your microbial workforce. This invisible workforce should
number billions in a single teaspoon of productive soil,
expending the equivalent energy of ten thousand farm
workers above ground. It is no different to managing any
workforce. If we neglect our workers then we can expect
to pay the price of this neglect but if we look after our
workers then they will look after us! In the case of carbon-building, we need to innoculate with cellulose digesters to replenish the workforce and then we need to
energise and sustain these new conscripts with suitable
microbe food. The most powerful known stimulant of

Graeme: Yes there is. there are several institutes that offer soil-life counts including The Soil Food Web organisation. Most conventionally farmed soils have reasonable
levels of soil bacteria but seriously low levels of beneficial
fungi, protozoa and earthworms. The also lack beneficial
nematodes which account for 80% of your nematode
population. Ironically, the main natural control mechanism for destructive root eating nematodes are the predatory nematodes that are knocked out by nematicides. It
turns out that the first guy back on the scene after methyl bromide is the root knot nematode and now he has
no competition. You just selected for the very problem
you were trying to solve and this is so common in the
fiasco of chemical agriculture. The chemical agriculture
experiment is a sunset industry because it is not sustainable. Every year since the start of this experiment there
has been more chemicals used on a global scale and
yet every year there has also been an overall increase in
pest and disease pressure. This is actually the definition
of unsustainability and it cannot continue. We need a
better way and that involves working with nature rather
than against her. While I am talking definitions - the definition of science in the dictionary refers to “adherence
to natural laws and principles”. Much of what we have
done in chemical agriculture over the past ten decades
is demonstrably anti-science! Note: During our visit to
Dennis’s farm, Jacqui and I collected soil samples for subsequent soil life analysis. We found that Dennis’s soil was
packed with bacteria but lacked other important members of the soil food web. Total fungi numbers were just
35% of what they should be and mychorrhizal numbers
were only 20% of what is required. Protozoa were also
down at 35%. Protozoa are hugely important if you are
seeking to minimise nitrogen inputs as they are big players in nitrogen recycling. Soil bacteria have a carbon to
nitrogen ratio of just 5 to 1 which means that their body
consists of 17% nitrogen. A good soil contains 2.5 tonnes
of these creatures per hectare so they can conceivably
hold the equivalent of about 900 kgs of urea locked up in
their bodies and unavailable for plant growth. The trick
is to keep these creatures recycling their nitrogen and
that involves other members of the soil foodweb. The
chief role of protozoa in your soil, for example, is to keep
bacteria numbers in check and to recycle nitrogen from
bacteria to plants. One protozoa eats 10,000 bacteria
each day. A protozoa has a carbon to nitrogen ratio of
30 to 1 so it needs to eat 6 bacteria with a 5 to 1 ratio to
satisfy it’s carbon requirements. However it only needs
one of the six units of nitrogen it has just absorbed so it
exudes the extra 5 units back into the soil in the form of
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natural ammonium nitrogen for plants to utilise. In this
manner your nitrogen is constantly recycled. If you have
knocked out your protozoa, then you will be spending
more on nitrogen than you need. We teach you simple
techniques to regenerate protozoa to improve nitrogen
management and reduce associated costs..
Dennis: Are biological inputs simply substituted for
chemical inputs at similar costs or are we building a system that will require less inputs over time?
Graeme: That’s a very good question. The whole aim of
the biological approach is to reduce your inputs. The ultimate goal is to reach a point where no outside inputs
are required. That point is usually reached when you can
count 25 earthworms in a single shovelful of soil. Earthworms are amazing creatures. What goes in one end becomes a very different material when it pops out the other end. Earthworms are virtually little fertiliser factories.
Their castings have 7 times more phosphorus, 10 times
more potassium, 5 times more nitrogen, 3 times more
magnesium and 1.5 times more calcium than in the
surrounding soil. At one point the QLD DPI conducted
research comparing a variety of natural fertilisers. They
found earthworm castings to be the most effective. Castings are sold as a fertiliser for at least $100 per tonne.
If you have 25 earthworms per shovelful, then they are
producing 300 tonnes of castings per year for you. That’s
$30,000 worth of free fertiliser! You don’t need other off
-farm inputs at this point but you do still need to feed
them and that involves things like putting in green manure crops whenever there is an opportunity.
Dennis: I don’t seem to have very high numbers of
earthworms in my soils at the moment. How can I boost
their numbers?
Graeme: Well you begin by improving your calcium to
magnesium ratio and associated soil structure. Earthworms don’t like compaction as they like to move
through friable soils, unimpeded. However, one of the
biggest keys to increasing earthworm numbers is to
boost the numbers of the creatures in the soil that earthworms like to eat. Earthworms love to dine on protozoa
and fungi. The trick to building protozoa numbers is to
make a lucerne tea. For some unknown reason protozoa
hang out in lucerne hay in large numbers, so we extract
them, breed them up with some food and apply them to
the paddock. The best way to lift your fungal numbers
is to brew up some cellulose digesting fungi whenever
you have some crop residues present. The fungi go crazy
with all of this food available and then the earthworms
arrive for their feast.
Dennis: The biological programs seem to use less phosphorus than I have previously used. How can I be sure
that I won’t run short of P?

Graeme: Well you need to understand that conventional acid phosphate fertilisers like DAP, MAP and Super
are an incredibly inefficient form of phosphate fertilising. It has been shown that you are getting just 27% of
your phosphate investment before the other 73% locks
up and becomes part of a massive frozen phosphate reserve in your soil. The CSIRO in Australia have estimated
that soils in that country contain 10 billion dollars of
locked up phosphate that has been lost in this manner.
In biological agriculture we seek to reclaim some of the
frozen reserves in your soil with organisms that specialise in phosphate solubilisation. There is a synergy here
with other goals. For example, the cellulose digesting
fungi we are striving to increase to build carbon, also
serve as very potent phosphate solubilisers. They release
organic acids which are a like mild form of the industrial
acids used to make rock phosphate soluble when manufacturing DAP and Super. We also like to include Soluble
Humate Granules with all applications of acid fertilisers,
usually involving as little as 5 kgs of these humate granules per hectare. The humates dissolve at the same rate
as the DAP and fuse with the phosphate to form a phosphate humate. Now your phosphate cannot lockup and
remains plant available for the full season. We also like to
combine slower release forms of P like guano with soluble phosphates to ensure full season phosphate availability.

In Conclusion
The answers to Dennis’s questions offer a snapshot of
the biological approach and will hopefully inspire those
seeking more information to attend one of our intensive
4 day certificate courses.
The response of this remarkable farmer following our
discussions was “let’s get started then!” and I am hopeful
that he will expand the Yates family legacy by continuing
to drive the biological revolution in his region.
The initial game plan was to apply chicken manure in
conjunction with an inoculum of cellulose-digesting organisms and a green manure crop. However, a wet winter
prevented contractors from getting on to the paddocks
so the manure will be applied in spring, along with some
limestone. It is always a good strategy to combine limestone with manure as there is a greatly enhanced release
of calcium associated with the biological activity in the
manure. Maize is actually perfectly suited for building
carbon as there is an abundance of post-harvest organic
matter to work with. Next season an inoculum of cellulose digesting fungi will be applied to the residues immediately after harvest to maximize this humus-building opportunity. The planting blend for the spring crop
will include granulated Sulphate of Potash, MAP, Urea,
trace elements and , of course, Soluble Humate Granules
to stabilise and magnify the fertilizer while boosting the
soil biology.
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Fighting The Fat
Begins With The Fetus

resistance and if that baby is a female then the eggs in
her ovaries will also be affected.

There are now over 20 million toddlers who are considered obese and this represents a looming health crisis
which is evidenced by a 500% increase in Type 2 diabetes in Australian children during the past decade. How
do so many young children become overweight so rapidly? I immediately conjure images from my first visit
to an American Super-Mall, where it was so common to
see plump 2 year olds in their prams with a can of cola
in one hand and a pink donut in the other. However it is
more than this. Genetic predisposition, along with diet
and lack of exercise have all been chief suspects in the
obesity plague. Recent research reveals that the problem can actually begin before birth. It seems that we
are not just what we eat, we are what our mother and
grandmother ate and there is also a link to the chemical
contamination of our forebears.

Insulin is a critically important hormone that delivers
the two major cell foods into the cell. Fatty acids and
glucose are both delivered by insulin, as is the master
mineral, magnesium. When we constantly spike blood
sugar with high GI foods, the pancreas overworks to
produce enough insulin to balance out this toxic oversupply. When flooded with excess insulin, cells protect
themselves by shutting down increasing numbers of
their insulin receptors (losing insulin sensitivity).Type
2 diabetes is the end result of this ongoing shutdown.
At this point cells begin to starve through lack of glucose, fatty acids and magnesium. This starvation often
progresses to loss of limbs and eyesight.

Pre-Natal Sugar Sickness
Type 2 diabetes is considered the coming plague, as
one in three Americans are now pre-diabetic. High fasting blood sugar levels are the most powerful indicator of
potential heart problems and low fasting blood insulin
levels are the single common denominator in centenarians. Longevity is powerfully linked to low carbohydrate
consumption and associated insulin levels. If we understand that a chief role of insulin is to store fat, for use in
times of need, then we begin to understand that high
blood sugar is a huge player in the obesity epidemic. In
actual fact, fat is less likely to make us fat than excess
carbohydrates. In this context, there is a huge issue with
current dietary dogma which is dominated by a food
pyramid where most of our calorie intake is supposed
to come from carbos. Saturated fat is demonised within
the dominant paradigm but, absurdly, the excess carbs
are actually converted to a long chain fatty
acid that is amongst the most destructive form of fat in the human body.
There is an increasing awareness of
the benefits of detox before pregnancy and the importance of diet
and informed supplementation during and after pregnancy. However,
in light of recent research, perhaps we should be more closely
monitoring consumption of
refined carbohydrates during this critical period. Recent research has shown
that if the pregnant mother consumes excess carbohydrates then the new born
child will be born with insulin

What Is Insulin Resistance

The Chemical Link to the Fat Plague
A growing body of research is highlighting the link between common chemicals in our environment and the
obesity plague. It appears that exposure to certain fat
promoting chemicals – particularly at critical developmental stages, can lead to problems with excess weight
and obesity. These contaminants include persistant organic pollutants (POPs) – chemicals that remain in the
environment and bio-accumulate in the food chain. Two
of the most common POPs are DDE, a breakdown product of the insecticide, DDT and PCBs, both of which are
no longer used but remain in our soils and waterways
and bioaccumulate in animal fat and fatty fish. A recent
US study involving 250 mothers eating DDE contaminated fish from Lake Michigan, found that daughters exposed to this chemical in the womb were more likely to
be overweight as adults. In fact, those with raised prenatal levels were 6kgs to 10kgs heavier. A recent Belgium
study found that children aged 1-3 yrs were more likely
to be obese if they were exposed to PCBs in the womb.
This study also found that both DDE and PCB levels were
strongly linked to Body Mass Index (BMI). Another POP
is hexachlorobenzene (HCB), a fungicide widely used
in the 70’s but now banned due to it’s toxicity. A Spanish study involving 482 children in Barcelona found that
those children with the highest levels of HCB in their
blood before birth were two to three times more likely
to be overweight or obese by the age of six.

Pollutants From Plastics
Bisphenol A (BPA), found in polycarbonate plastics and
in the epoxy resins that line food and drink cans, is so
ubiquitous that a recent US study found detectable levels in more than 90% of the general population. BPA has
been previously linked to a number of health problems
including, diabetes, birth defects and cancer but now it
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it has also been linked to obesity. Professor Frederick
vom Saal, from the University of Missouri, contends that
“Prenatal exposure to BPA increases differentiation of fat
cells and also increases glucose transport, both of which
may affect later development of obesity”. Several animal
studies have linked prenatal exposure of BPA to obesity
and although this may not necessarily correlate to humans, a recent study of BPA levels in young women did
find that BPA concentrations were significantly higher
in those who were obese. Phthalates are the other major pollutant from plastics. These chemicals are used to
make plastic more pliable and outgas at the rate of 1%
each year. This may seem an insignificant amount but the
US alone produced over a million tonnes of plastics last
year and that 1% represents 10,000 tonnes of this toxin
released into our homes and workplaces! In a recent US
study involving 4000 subjects, researchers monitored
the presence of six phthalates in urine and found that
those with the highest levels tended to have more abdominal fat and higher body mass indexes (even after
controlling for diet and exercise).

Toxicology’, researcher Retha Newbold, reviewed the
research to date and concluded “Since a recent study
found evidence for a role for developmentally expressed
genes in the origins of obesity and body fat distribution,
it is indeed possible that early exposure to environmental chemicals with hormonal activity may be altering the
genetic programming of adipocytes (fat cells) and their
distribution”. The presence of these so-called ‘obesogens’
highlights the need to avoid these chemicals whenever
possible, particularly during pregnancy, but how is this
best achieved?

Ten Ways to Dodge The Fat Fuellers
1

2

3

Smoking During Pregnancy Fans The Fat
4
Research shows that children whose mothers smoked
during pregnancy are twice as likely to be obese. This is
just one of many negative findings in relation to smoking while pregnant and we must surely be reaching
a point where this this behaviour is considered child
abuse and punished accordingly. A review of eight studies published in a journal called “Maternal and Child
Health” found that prenatal exposure to maternal smoking resulted in a significantly higher chance of childhood obesity. The findings in relation to smoking offer
compelling evidence that pollution in the womb can
have unanticipated effects upon children in later life.

5
6
7

8

9

Protection From The Baby Bashers
Phthalates, BPAs and POPs, along with several other
chemicals, are recognised endocrine disrupters. These
toxins wreak havoc with our hormone systems which
are key players in managing metabolism and controlling
body weight. These chemicals have already been linked
to reproductive problems and cancer but now it seems
they are more insidious than previously recognised. The
problems are magnified during critical phases of cell differentiation, like fetal development in the womb. The
negative effects are more pronounced in the developing
organism and are harmful at much lower levels. This is
because the fetus lacks the protective mechanisms that
are available to the adult. These include DNA repair systems, immune competency, detoxifying enzymes, liver
metabolism and the blood/brain barrier, all of which are
not yet fully functional in the fetus. This is further complicated by the fact that the developing fetus has an
increased metabolic rate which can magnify the toxicity of these chemicals. In a journal called, ‘Reproductive

10

Minimise exposure to POPs by limiting consumption of fatty fish, and meat fat, particularly from
feedlot beef and farmed salmon.
Avoid Bisphenol A (BPA) by eating fresh, unprocessed food and avoiding canned goods as much as
possible.
Avoid polycarbonate plastic food and drink containers marked with the number 7 in the recycling
logo as these usually contain BPA.
Choose glass instead of plastic water bottles and
check that metal water bottles are not lined with
plastic (as they often are).
Never use plastic containers in the microwave as
this magnifies chemical release.
Don’t store food in plastic containers, particularly
foods that contain oils or fats.
Phthalates are found in everything from cosmetics and food packaging to children’s toys and
teething rings.
Only buy cosmetics that are free from phthalates
and “fragrance” as this toxin can be absorbed
through the skin.
Choose PVC-free food storage. Buy plastic wrap
and storage bags made from polyethylene rather
than PVC.
Select PVC-free packaging. i.e. examine the recycling logo on products you purchase with plastic
packaging, as plastics with the number 3 in the
symbol contain PVC and associated phthalates.

Fat from feedlot beef contains POPs that should be avoided. We treat animals badly and it comes back to bite us.
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The Role of Boron:
Much More Than a
Synergist
American consultant, Gary Zimmer, coined the term
“Calcium the trucker of all minerals and boron the steering wheel” and he correctly highlighted the critically
important, synergistic relationship between these two
minerals. It is a simple fact that you will be disappointed
in your lime response if your soils are boron deficient
because calcium does not provide its many benefits in
the absence of boron. During a recent trip to New Zealand I was speaking with a dairy farmer who had made
a considerable investment in lime but had seen very few
benefits from the exercise. Upon further investigation I
found that his soil tests revealed a massive boron deficiency! In fact, he had just 0.1 ppm of boron in his soils
when he required a minimum of 1 ppm. He had created
this deficiency through burning out his organic matter
reserves with large applications of urea and then leaching boron with centre pivot irrigation. Organic matter
is the boron storehouse as it is the only component of
the soil that has the positively charged sites to attract
and retain this negatively charged trace mineral (anion).
As your organic matter declines so does your boron, as
it is the most leachable of all trace elements. However
this dairy farmer’s boron neglect cost him more than a
poor lime response. There was virtually no clover on his
entire property because legumes are boron-hungry and
will struggle when boron drops to these levels. The lack
of clover was also related to urea abuse as legumes never thrive in high N situations. When most people think
of legumes they think of nitrogen fixation and the associated reduced requirement for applied N. However,
legumes offer more than this. Legumes constantly release organic acids which are invaluable in solubilising
locked-up phosphorus (over 70% of applied phosphate

becomes insoluble) and they also make calcium more
bio-available which is beneficial to both soil organisms
and plants. So you get nitrogen, calcium and phosphorus from legumes and you don’t get a good legume to
grass ratio without boron. These calcium and legume
links should offer enough motivation for you to manage
boron nutrition but this highly leachable trace element
provides several other benefits.

Boron and Biology
Photosynthesis is the most important process on the
planet because this is where we get our food. In an almost miraculous process, the plant combines sunlight,
water and carbon dioxide to produce the glucose building blocks that are the basis of carbon chemistry. The
grower’s chief role is to manage chlorophyll, the green
pigment that houses the sugar factories. If there are pale
colours, stripes or blotches in the leaf then you failed as
a chlorophyll manager and will pay the price in terms of
yield or increased pest pressure. The plant translocates
50% of all of the glucose it produces down to the roots
each night, and 60% of this is squirted out into the root
zone (the rhizosphere) to feed the hoards of microorganisms surrounding the roots. In the most classic example of the universal law, “give and you shall receive”,
the plant is rewarded many fold for its glucose gift. In
return for their daily feed, the soil microbes fix nitrogen
from the atmosphere, solubilise locked-up phosphorus,
recycle minerals from crop residues, remove toxins, produce plant growth stimulants and protect the plant from
pathogens. What has this mutually beneficial deal got to
do with boron? Well, quite a lot as it happens. There is a
little trapdoor in each chloroplast which opens just before dusk to allow the glucose, intended for the roots,
to flow freely from the factory. Boron governs the opening of this trapdoor. If your plants are boron deficient the
glucose stays trapped in the chloroplast and the beneficial bugs, who deliver all nutrients to the plant, miss out
on their daily tucker. In this situation a foliar spray of $3
worth of soluble boron becomes one of the best costto-benefit investments you will ever make because the
whole give and take system falls flat on its face without
boron. A refractometer is an invaluable tool for early
detection of a boron deficit. Brix levels in the leaf should
always be lower in the morning, following translocation
of half of the sugars down to the roots overnight. If levels have not changed overnight, then you have detected
a boron deficit and should correct it as a matter of urgency.

Flowering and Fruit Formation

Boron - hungry legumes are critically important in dairy
pastures for nitrogen, phosphorus and calcium supply.

It is my firm belief that there is no crop that will not benefit from a foliar spray of boron prior to flowering (except in very rare cases of boron toxicity in the soil). We
like to see luxury levels of boron in the leaf tissue but
this is rarely achieved. The boron requirement is much
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was compromised due to boron deficiency during fruit
formation. Rosetting (stunting) of plants can occur due
to inadequate cell division in the growing shoots and
this is particularly common in lucerne. A combination
of boron compromised cell strength and cell division is
responsible for hollow stems in broccoli. Never purchase
these boron deficient vegetables as they are virtually
guaranteed to have required more chemical intervention than otherwise. Dieback in vines crops can also be
related to a boron related deficiency.

Plant Hormone Regulation

Boron increases the length of the male pollen tube in avocados and can often improve the fruit to flower ratio.
higher for reproduction than for vegetative growth as
boron increases flower production and retention, pollen
tube elongation and germination and seed and fruit development. Avocados are an incredibly boron-hungry
crop and their very low fruit to flower ratio can be substantially improved with a foliar spray of boron at preflowering. The boron increases the length of the male
pollen tube and improves the pollination process. It is
common to see the top 25% of corn cobs not fill due to
a boron shortage. I always recall visiting a corn grower
in Kunnanurra who was facing a 25% yield loss on 1000
acres of table corn for the sake of an inexpensive boron
foliar. He had assumed that because his starter fertiliser
contained some boron the poor pollination must be due
to a lack of bees. In actual fact, his irrigated, low carbon
soils had lost the boron through leaching by the time his
crop reached the boron draw-down time at reproduction. It was a stark and expensive lesson in the importance of leaf analysis before flowering. It can make a
big difference getting things right at the business end
of the season. Poor pod set in soybeans is another consequence of poor boron nutrition that could be avoided
through early diagnosis with leaf analysis and a timely
foliar spray of boron.

Plant hormones, like animal hormones, regulate many
growth and reproductive functions. Flower initiation,
fruit development, cell wall and tissue formation and
root elongation are all influenced by hormones. Boron
plays an important role in regulating plant hormone
levels. This is yet another reason for your pre-flowering
foliar spray of boron as there is such a strong hormonal
presence during reproduction.
We have concluded that boron nutrition is never to be
overlooked but what is the best type of boron to use and
at what rates?

Boron Options
Borax and Ulexite (calcium borate) are the most common
materials for soil application but there is a very important proviso when determining appropriate application
rates of these materials. Boron can serve as a herbicide
if you get it wrong, so this is very important information.
If your calcium levels in the soil are less than 60% base
saturation then the maximum application of borax is 15
kg per hectare. If you have good calcium levels then
you can safely increase the upper rate to 25 kg per hectare. We have found that the very best and sustained

Cell Strength and Cell Division
In a synergistic process, not unlike bone development
in humans and animals, boron is involved in cell wall
strength as it moves calcium into the cell walls. Boron
has also been shown to increase the solubility of silica
in the soil, which further increases cell strength. It is a
good idea to apply boron to the soil in late winter to
sponsor the uptake of soluble silica before spring. This
also improves calcium transport into the plant through
improved, silica-based development of phloem and
xylem (like building better highways). Good levels of
calcium are required for the extra cell division needed
during the spring flush. Boron is actively involved in cell
division in its own right and this is why it is common to
see misshapen fruit and vegetables where cell division

Boron humates have proven the best option to ensure a
stable supply of boron for the full season.
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were also much higher levels of arthritis in humans in
boron deficient regions. More recent human research in
Australia has shown that where boron is at higher levels
in soil and water there is a 50% decrease in musculoskeletal diseases than where boron in soil and water was low.

Boron in Human Health

Strong bones and superior joint health are two of the
benefits associated with good boron levels in livestock.
boron performance comes from NTS Stabilised Boron
Granules™. When boron is complexed with humic acid it
becomes more plant available and far more stable as boron humates do not leach. The application rate for NTS
Stabilised Boron Granules™ is typically 20 kg per hectare
but you get many other benefits at this rate due to the
substantial application of humic acid involved. i.e. urea
and DAP can be stabilised with boron humates and this
product offers a major boost to beneficial fungi in the
soil and improves soil structure.
The best form of boron for fertigation or foliar application is sodium borate (Solubor, Inkabor etc). Once again
there are tremendous benefits in combining humic acid
with these 22% boron products. This will immediately
create a boron humate which is better absorbed and
much more stable in the soil when fertigating. Typical
application rates for foliars are 1 kg of Solubor per hectare in field crops combined with 2 to 3 litres of humic
acid or 1 kg of Soluble Humate Granules. When fertigating use 3 - 5 kg Solubor combined with 2 kg of Soluble Humate Granules.

Boron in Animal Nutrition
How did that massive boron deficiency (0.1 ppm) in
that NZ dairy pasture affect the animals eating that pasture? Animals need 25 to 50 ppm of boron in their food.
USDA researcher, C-D Hunt, in his paper “The biochemical effects of physiological amounts of dietary boron in
animal nutrition models” demonstrates that boron has
a powerful synergistic relationship with vitamin D3 in
influencing animal growth and cartilage and bone mineralisation. In fact the link to bone health goes way beyond the vitamin D3 synergy. It appears that boron may
be as important as calcium and magnesium to maintain
healthy bones and joints. Research in New Zealand has
shown that sheep suffer the same form of osteoarthritis suffered by humans and there is far higher levels of
this ailment in areas where soil boron is low (usually high
rainfall areas).The initial animal research triggered subsequent human research where it was found that there

Boron’s role in human nutrition was poorly understood
until recently and it is now known that it is linked to a
diverse range of functions. A shortage of boron in the
diet has been linked to inflammatory processes including swollen joints and restricted movement. It is needed
for the production of antibodies in the immune system,
for the production of serine protease (which is linked to
platelet aggregation) and for the metabolism of leukotrienes which are involved in the inflammatory response.
Boron is also intimately linked to energy as it affects energy substrates including triglycerides, glucose, amino
acids, free radicals and even estrogen. It is these energy links which may help explain recent findings where
luxury boron intake was linked to better brain performance. Dr Alexander Schauss conducted research which
highlighted a lack of energy, mental alertness and focus
in students lacking boron. Following 3 months of boron
supplementation, 92% of treated students showed obvious improvement in mental alertness in comparison to
their untreated class mates. EEG readings also confirm
increased brain alertness following boron supplementation. However it is boron’s role as a bone building nutrient that is attracting most attention at present. This
capacity is particularly pronounced in post-menopausal
women who are notoriously prone to osteoporosis. A recent clinical trial has shown that after 7 weeks of boron
supplementation at 3 mg per day, participants experienced a marked increase in the hormones, 7 beta estradiol and testosterone, both of which increase the uptake
of calcium into the bones. In fact, there was a two fold
increase in testosterone and a significant increase in
calcium retention. In another study, men given 10 mgs
of boron each day, for 4 weeks also exhibited major increases in testosterone and 7 beta estradiol. Testosterone is not just about libido, it plays a big role in heart
health, bone density and muscle integrity and production of this hormone steadily declines after age 25. The
capacity of boron to help with hormone formation partially explains why this mineral is so important for arthritis. Boron can complex with hydroxyl groups and form
corticosteroids which can alleviate arthritis symptoms.
The arthritis connection is more involved than this and
appears profound. Jamaica, for example, has the lowest
levels of soil boron in the world and the highest levels of
arthritis. It is speculated that the arthritis link may also
be related to boron’s role in the healthy functioning of
the parathyroid glands which regulate calcium and calcium uptake. I have a personal anecdote to share here.
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A Cut Throat Through A Lack
Of Understanding
In the midst of the Three Up Tour, a nation-wide seminar series with Gary Zimmer and Jerry Brunetti a few
years back, I was contacted by my mother to inform
me of my father’s impending surgery. Dad had recently
been diagnosed with a parathyroid malfunction and had
been scheduled to have the offending gland surgically
removed. Apparently there was quite a chance that during the procedure, which literally involved a cut throat,
his voice box could be damaged and he would be unable to talk naturally again. Mum suggested I speak with
him immediately in case it proved my last opportunity
for 2 way conversation. I was obviously horrified and explained the situation to Jerry Brunetti, who is an exceptional nutrition consultant. Jerry pointed out that boron
was hugely important for parathyroid health and that
Dad should be tested for boron before he undertook
this dangerous operation. I called home and scheduled
a hair test which revealed a major boron deficiency. We
postponed the operation while this deficiency was addressed (with 5 mg of boron per day) and sure enough
his blood calcium levels returned to normal and the operation was no longer necessary. In a modern medical
machine which involves less than one hour of nutrition
training in a 7 year degree, one wonders how many unnecessary operations are conducted for want of a basic
nutrition understanding.

In Conclusion
As we can see, there is so often a direct parallel between
mineral relationships in the soil and those in animals and
humans. The statement “calcium is the trucker of all minerals and boron is the steering wheel” is as relevant in
human nutrition as it is in the soil. Animals source their

boron from legumes so there is an issue if clover is missing from the equation due to abuse of urea. Humans
source their boron from certain fruits, legumes and nuts.
Apples contain the highest levels of boron followed
by grapes, almonds, soya beans, prunes and avocados.
Many of us are deficient in boron and could benefit from
supplementation, particularly if arthritis is an issue.

Salt as a Wellness
Solution
Salt has shaped civilisation from the beginning. Homer
called it a divine substance and Plato linked these pale
crystals to the gods. Wars have been fought over salt
and salt taxes have secured empires and inspired revolutions across Europe and Asia. In fact, it was Gandhi’s
salt march in 1930 that initiated the overthrow of British
Rule in India. The horrendous 500 year Salt Famine in the
Dark Ages resulted in multiple killings for the purpose of
drinking the salty blood of the victims. This is what inspired the early vampire legends. Unprocessed natural
salt is a super food absolutely essential to the health of
us all but when it is bastardised to make industrial table
salt it is a very different story. It becomes one of the four
white poisons that are key players in the nutritional degradation of our food and associated increases in degenerative disease. The white, processed versions of flour,
sugar, rice and salt are a mere shadow of their former
selves. White flour is so depleted of nutrients following
conversion from the wholemeal version (a nutrient loss
of over 80%) that it actually becomes something that is
technically called an anti-nutrient. This means that when
you send your children off to school with white bread
sandwiches (as 89% of Australians do) there is a net loss
of nutrients when they eat their lunch. It takes more from
their bodies to digest that depleted food than what they
just introduced.

The Slaughter of a Superfood

I was thankful that correction of my fathers boron
defiecency spared him from dangerous surgery.

Salt must be electrically active and contain a broad spectrum of minerals in the correct ratios relevant to blood
plasma. The first cell emerged from the ocean and sea
salt contains the correct ratio of trace minerals and major
elements that is required for humans. Refined industrial
table salt is not only stripped of all its minerals, with the
exception of sodium and chloride, but it is also heated
at such high temperatures that the chemical structure
changes as a result. It is then chemically cleaned and
bleached before the addition of anti-caking agents that
prevent salt from mixing with water in the salt container.
Unfortunately, the major anti-caking agent is aluminium and this toxic metal has been repeatedly implicated
in Alzheimer’s disease, a plague neurological disorder
now impacting one in four Australians over 65. The other
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major problem created in the name of free-flowing salt
is that the anti-caking agents perform the same function
in the human body. The industrial table salt does not dissolve and combine with the water and other fluids in our
body. Instead it accumulates in our bodies, often leaving deposits in tissue and organs that can cause serious
health problems. Throwing out your salt shaker won’t
eradicate this toxin from your diet because it is present in
most processed foods and, of course, in most fast food.

Unrefined Salt and Cell Health
Natural salt is able to transport substances into and out
of cells, across the cell membrane. This is one of the most
important functions of this food. This traffic across the
membrane must not be hindered as this is the essence
of cellular detoxification and cellular nutrition. Herbs,
supplements and nutrients from food need salt and water for their successful delivery. Even essential fatty acids
like Omega 3 cannot be utilised properly without salt to
emulsify them and transport them across the cell membrane. Unhindered metabolism is a prerequisite for effective nutrient supplementation and it is an incredibly
inexpensive insurance to ensure that you have the right
salt and water available to utilise what can be a major
investment in supplements. The pituitary, adrenals, kidney and pancreas all suffer when the right salt is lacking. In this context a lack of natural salt can be a root
cause of hormonal imbalance. Cellular fluidity is, in
fact, a function of natural salt where sodium chloride is
perfectly balanced with other minerals and this allows
sodium to leave the tissues when its work is done. Industrial table salt cannot perform the same function hence
the many, documented negative effects of this material.
This salt does not exit the cell easily and disturbs the osmotic pressures and synergistic balances between intra
and extra cellular fluids. This can result in nervous and
electromagnetic disturbances and it is a direct cause of
acidity. Unrefined salt is also necessary for the dissolving
and utilisation of iron, an essential blood constituent.
It is also needed for the full action of magnetism in the
body’s electro-magnetic system which can be so closely
linked to energy levels.

Salt, Re-hydration and Digestion
Salt intake is an often unrecognised, vital component of
rehydration. Just as calcium correction is the first step in
any soil restoration project, rehydration is the first step in
health restoration. If this is not addressed as an essential
part of any wellness program, then nothing else will be
properly effective. Adults require two to three litres of filtered water each day and at least one teaspoon of Sole
(a water-based concentrate involving a 26% saturation
of natural salt). Eating in a dehydrated state is a principle
cause of several health problems including indigestion
and acidity. Sufficient water and salt are needed to enable the manufacture of the watery bicarbonates that

Hydration involves both salt and water. Eating in a
dehydrated state is a principle cause of indigestion.
are necessary to neutralise the acidified stomach contents. This neutralisation is critical because the partly
digested food cannot move on into the duodenum until it is made less acidic, as the stomach is the only part
of the intestines able to protect itself from hydrochloric
acid. Insulin production is finely tuned in relation to hydration and watery bicarbonate production. The body
prioritises the neutralisation of hydrochloric acid in the
stomach to allow the pyloric valve to open to move the
food into the duodenum for the next stage of production. Therefore, if water and salt are lacking then blood
sugar/insulin balance is also disturbed.

Salt Therapies - Solé
There is a remarkably simple and inexpensive strategy to
remineralise and maintain the perfect balance of minerals in you body. It involves a 26% saturation of salt in water called Solé. One teaspoon of this solution, in a glass
of water each day, provides the perfect supply and balance of all seventy minerals and it is also a great source
of key electrolytes. If you are in need of extra electrolytes due to sport, exercise or due to loss of perspiration
at work, then the daily dose of Solé might increase to
two teaspoons per day. A 26% solution is achieved by
mixing 260 grams of natural salt with 1 litre of water.
The salt concentrate can be stored indefinitely in a bottle
in your pantry as it does not need refrigeration (no spoilage organisms can survive in this much salt). The cost of
remineralising your family can be as little as a few cents
per day per person. Adding Solé to your drinking water,
at the recommended rate, creates an appealing flavour
which tends to encourage a higher consumption of water and, of course, cellular hydration is always about
water and natural salt.
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The Salt Detox
A natural salt detox has been part of Ayurvedic medicine for centuries. Often called “the salt peel” this involves
covering the entire body in a paste made from coconut
oil and salt and generating a sweat which pulls toxins
from the tissues. Some natural health practitioners claim
that this technique has the equivalent detox benefit to
a full week of fasting and yet the practice takes just 40
minutes and is so much easier than starving for a week!
The Salt Detox involves the following:
•
Make a paste by combining 2 parts coconut oil
with one part salt and half a teaspoon of lavender
oil.
•
Cover your entire body with this paste (preferably
in an area where the associated mess on the floor
is not an issue (e.g. standing in a bath).
•
Now wrap a large beach towel around your body
and then wrap yourself in a blanket.
•
During the next 40 minutes you will sweat profusely and will feel tingling sensations associated with
extra blood flow to your skin.
•
The easy option, if you own, or can access a far infra
red sauna, is to bypass the towel and blanket and
sit with your paste-covered body in the sauna for
40 minutes instead.
•
There is a tremendous sense of well being at the
completion of each session associated with both
the detox effect and the remineralising response
from the salt minerals. i.e. your open pores will also
absorb minerals during this process. The skin is a
great pathway for the super-effective delivery of
broad spectrum minerals.

What Is The Right Salt?
There are three natural salt options including sea salt,
rock salt and mountain salt. Unfortunately, there are
problems with two of these options. The oceans comprise 3% salt but there is no ocean on the planet that
does not suffer pollution issues as we have made these
massive bodies of water the recipients of our many excesses. When we remove the water we concentrate the
Ten Benefits of Natural Salt:
1. It assists in the intestinal absorption of nutrients
2. It helps to maintain libido
3. This salt reduces muscle cramps
4. It supports respiratory health
5. It promotes vascular health
6. Natural salt can help prevent insomnia
7. It regulates blood sugar
8. Salt works with water to regulate blood pressure
9. It is a key alkalising agent
10. Natural salt can help prevent osteoporosis

We are advised to avoid tuna due to mercury contamination and the same caution now applies to sea salt.
salt 33 times but we do the same to these pollutants.
The toxins of most concern in the oceans are mercury
and dioxins. There is no safe level of mercury as it is now
recognised as the most toxic of the heavy metals. The
Queensland Government now recommends that we no
longer consume tuna from local waters due to concerns
related to mercury toxicity. Dioxins are class 1 carcinogens that are largely derived from the burning of plastics and from pesticide residues. Even the once pristine
waters of the arctic are now polluted with dioxins. In fact
it was recently found that the breast milk of Inuit mothers was contaminated with dioxins to the extent that it
could be technically classified as toxic waste according
to EPA guidelines.
Rock salt is often contaminated by fluoride to the point
that fluoridosis is a common problem in regions where
it is regularly consumed. The salt of choice is mountain
salt, often sourced from India. This salt is a pristine, crystalline material which has been protected from surface
water with rock overhangs for as long as 250 million
years. These salts have remarkable mineralisation capacity and they also exhibit all sorts of energetic qualities. On top of this they have an amazing taste! One salt
sourced from the Indus valley has been used medicinally
in Ayurvedic medicine for thousands of years.

Eight Hot Salt Tips
1.

2.

3.

4.

Always add salt after cooking. Do not boil, bake
or fry your salt as it loses nutritional value if overheated.
Use natural salt to protect from osteoporosis. 25%
of your body’s salt content is stored in the bones
as the crystals make them hard. Minerals, including
salt, are stripped from the bones to counter toxic
acidity and this has a direct link to osteoporosis.
Use natural salt for thyroid health. Unprocessed
salt contains organic iodine which is essential for
healthy thyroid function. This iodine also offers
protection against electromagnetic radiation emanating from mobile phones, computers, power
lines, power supplies etc.
Use salt to improve digestion. Good digestion
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5.

6.

7.

8.

involves an adequate supply of fluid and electrolytes. A productive strategy to enhance digestion
is the consumption of 400 mL of water containing
1 teaspoon of Solé immediately before a meal.
Cellular hydration (always involving salt and water) is essential for good response from homeopathic remedies as they involve resonance in the
cell fluids.
Colloidal minerals are not the same as natural
salt. They require hydrochloric acid and modification before they can be carried across the gut wall.
Many people are deficient in hydrochloric acid.
Use natural salt to treat arthritis and gout. Drink 1
teaspoon of Sole, in a glass of water, on an empty
stomach each day and try to consume 2.5 litres of
good quality water each day. Apply a Solé poultice
around the affected area and wrap with cloth.
Use natural salt for asthma and bronchitis. Drink
1 teaspoon of Solé, in a glass of water, on an empty
stomach. Again try to drink 2.5 litres of water each
day. Practice salt inhalation therapy for 15 minutes,
twice a day. i.e. add 120 grams of natural salt to 4
litres of boiling water. Place your towel-covered
head over the steaming brine solution and inhale.

In Conclusion
Industrial table salt is a perfect example of the bastardisation of a critically important food through our tampering. We have effectively turned a resource, that armies
have fought to secure throughout history, into a liability
which is damaging our health in many ways. This modified salt, like the nutritional partners in crime, white flour
and white sugar, is the basis of the massive junk food industry that is such a player in degenerative disease. We
crave these sugars and salts because they contained a
rich lode of minerals prior to our meddling and our bodies and brains have yet to catch up with our stupidity
in terms of recognising that sweet and salty no longer
means “good”. Source yourself a good mountain salt and
enjoy the taste treat and the multiple benefits.

250 million year old mountain salt is free from
contanimation and taste delicious.

The Spoils Of Battle:
What We Gain When We Allow
Plants To Protect Themselves
When most of us consider the problems linked to chemical intervention in agriculture we commonly think of
the potential for chemical residues on food and the
associated assault on our immune systems. The more
biologically astute might also think of the damage these
chemicals have inflicted on soil-life and the fact that
one chemical begets another and consequently the disease control capacity of the soil foodweb is increasingly
compromised. However, there is another way in which
our food supply is affected by chemical agriculture and
it relates to both the plant’s immune system and an unanticipated viscious cycle that is linked to both nitrogen
fertilisers and rescue chemicals.

How Plants Fight the Fight
Plants have an immune system that is characterised by
a number of biochemical defence tools including phytoalexins which are highly fungicidal. Pigments in fruit
and vegetables often serve to discourage unwanted
pathogens and insects and they also act as antioxidants
to protect the plant from UV damage when it is exposed
to sunlight 12 hours a day. It is a wonderful gift from nature that these plant antioxidants also serve as protective antioxidants in humans. The more intense the colour of the fruit or vegetable, the higher the antioxidant
content and, as all antioxidants work in different ways, it
is a great wellness strategy to make your plate look like
a rainbow whenever possible. Flavonoids are one of the
biochemicals found in pigments in the skin of fruit and
vegetables. Flavonoids deter pathogens and also serve
as powerful antioxidants. Resveratrol, found in grape
skins is one such flavonoid and it is the powerful heart
protector that supposedly accounts for “The French Paradox”. The French have the lowest rate of heart disease
in Europe and yet thier diet is drenched in saturated fat
including cream and butter. Their saving grace is the
ubiquitous consumption of moderate amounts of red
wine which is rich in resveratrol. Other biochemicals that
plants can be induced to synthesise include jasmonates
which are both fungicidal and unpalatable to insects.
Plants can also be stimulated to produce polymer lignans to strengthen cell walls and tannins for UV screening.
Plants have two distinctly different active defence systems involving Systemic Activated Resistance (SAR) and
Induced Systemic Resistance (ISR). SAR is induced by
pathogen infection and often involves salicylic acid as
a signalling molecule. There is increasing evidence that
this natural acid can be applied to the plant to trigger
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As a rule of thumb, the more intense the colour, the higher
the antioxidant content in fruit and vegetables.
an immune response. Aloe vera is well suited to this
purpose as it is a very rich source of salicylic acid. Aloe
vera is renowned for pain relief from sunburn and insect bites simply because salicylic acid is what aspirin is
based upon. ISR involves a different scenario where the
resistance is induced by non pathogenic organisms or
biochemical stimuli. This essentially involves tricking the
plant into responding as though it were under attack.
This is similar to the way that antibodies are produced in
the human body in response to a vaccine. ISR can be induced using kelp, as the cytokinin component has been
shown to be a trigger. A wide variety of soil microorganisms are also capable of eliciting ISR responses so the
message here is to promote soil life diversity. The greater the number and diversity of soil microbes the greater
the disease resistance. Building diversity is best achieved
with regular introduction of compost teas accompanied
by biostimulating food sources like kelp, fish or humates.
Specialist resistance-inducing micro-organisms can also
be used. These include commercially available species
like Bacillus subtilis which can fuel a flood of biochemicals from the plant that can also serve to stimulate plant
growth. In fact this bacterial species is part of a group
of microbes known as plant growth promoting rhizobacter (PGPR). There is a multi-function fungi species
with a similar versatility. Trichoderma harzianum has
also been shown to enhance resistance in some plants
while simultaneously promoting growth. This remarkable creature is also a veracious cellulose digester (carbon
builder) and it is a predatory fungi which preys upon a
wide variety of soil pathogens including fusarium, phytopthera and rhizoctonia. There are very few species that
offer a power package of this nature and consequently
inoculums containing this organism can be invaluable
additions to any program.

SAR as a Quality Inducer
There is a strong argument for allowing the plant to fight
its own battles, whenever possible, as many flavour enhancers and protective phytonutrients are a byproduct
of the plant’s natural defence system. If we are to reclaim

the forgotten flavours, it won’t be through intensive
fungicide and pesticide programs as this man-made
protection actually discourages the production of these
compounds. A perfect example of this phenomenon is
seen in the production of dessert wines. A botrytis cineria
spore lands on a grape vine. The fungus inadvertently releases it’s signature protein. Foliar receptors in the plant
detect and bind to this protein setting off a cascade of
biochemical responses that trigger the expression of
hundreds of genes. A flavonoid called stilbene is synthesised. Stilbene acts by blocking the enzyme released
by the botrytis fungus that destroys the cell wall of the
plant. Stilbenes are also responsible for the rich flavour
of dessert wines made using this so-called noble fungus.

Trophobiosis – Another Coffin Nail
for Chemical Intervention
Farm chemicals can be counterproductive in that they
can lead to reduced production of biochemicals used
for natural protection and therefore will be increasingly
needed in the absence of this natural control. The chemicals also bomb the microbe bridge, reducing nutrient
uptake and the potential for biological protection. However, the French researcher, Francis Chaboussou, has
also shown that fungicides, pesticides and herbicides
actually negatively affect plant metabolism increasing
their susceptibility to pests. Nitrogen mismanagement
can have a similar impact. Chaboussou’s theory of trophobiosis simply states that the nutritional state of
the crop will affect susceptability to pests and disease.
This is, of course, a central principle of the biological
approach but Chaboussou’s explanation is new. He believes that protein metabolism is the key. He has shown
that protein metabolism is amongst the most sensitive
of all plant processes and it can be compromised with
repeated use of fungicides and pesticides. Insects and
fungi prefer to feed on plants that are over supplied with
short chain amino acids and simple sugars. Amino acids are the protein building blocks and sugars offer the
energy source for this process. However when the farm
chemicals have slowed down this conversion process,
the consequent build up of aminos and sugars calls in
the pests. Chaboussou argues very convincingly that
mites, psyllids, aphids and nematodes only became major problems after the introduction of artificial pesticides
in 1945 and their arrival is no accident!

Nitrogen Mismanagement also a Player
Chaboussou believes that nitrogen mismanagement is
also a major player in creating conditions to foster pest
and disease pressure. Heavy applications of soluble nitrogen fertilisers increase the cellular concentration of
nitrate, ammonia and amino acids faster than can be
used for the synthesis of protein. Every grower has experienced the increase in pest pressure after a big applica-
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Home Garden
Happiness
I often argue that the home vegetable garden is the ultimate wellness tool. In a world of bastardised, denatured, industrial food, the vege plot represents a rare
opportunity to reclaim responsibility for your own nutrition. The production and consumption of home grown
food offers more than forgotten flavours and nutrient
dense medicine, it can also serve as a meditative communion with nature to sooth the inherent stress of Century 21.
The use of chemicals can shut down the crops capacity to
protect itself (so your need for chemicals increases!).
tion of nitrogen. The green revolution plants are a good
example. These hybrids were bred for heavy nitrogen usage and have been much more susceptible to pests than
their open pollinated predescessors. Herbicides can also
create the offending imbalance in protein synthesis. The
obvious question here relates to the GM crops that are
modified to withstand constant dowsing in herbicide.
Will associated metabolic imbalance increase their requirement for other farm chemicals? The early indications are that this is exactly what is happening. It’s not a
conspiracy, it’s simply good business to have one product beget another. However it is not good news for an
agricultural system that has become increasingly dependent on petrochemicals (particularly when those
chemicals are destined to rise and rise with the arrival
of peak oil).

In Conclusion
When we utilise a chemical to control a pest, the rich
suite of biological compounds that the plant would
have naturally synthesised, in order to protect itself, will
not be produced. As a result the flavour, nutritional and
medicinal qualities of the plant will be reduced. You are,
in essence, restricting the full expression of the plant’s
potential. If Chaboussou is correct then the chemical solution is also magnifying the problem. There is no doubt
that the problem is growing. Chaboussou shows how
the massive new problems associated with unmanageable viral diseases is also linked to chemical-induced imbalance. Since 1945 we have increased chemical usage,
on a world scale, every year without exception, and yet
every year total pest pressure has grown. This is the definition of unsustainability and we must address this issue.
Inducing systemic resistance, addressing trace mineral
shortages and improving nitrogen management can all
help to reduce chemicals and achieve quality without
sacrificing yield.

It is really important, if you are a gardening virgin, that
you succeed with your first attempt or it is quite likely
that it will be your last. A new garden overflowing with
spotty, straggly, insect-infected specimens is not likely
to inspire further ventures. That is why we developed
the Life-Force® Range and the associated 5 step strategy. Anyone can grow great vegetables with this system
and they should then be “sparked” to continue as impassioned producers of fine food. Even seasoned vegetable
growers are surprised at the scale of their success when
experimenting with this system.
Late last year I returned from a business trip to Indonesia
and a seminar tour of South Africa to find that my “Life
Force” garden had flourished in my absence. I have
grown accustomed to disappointment upon returning
home from a few weeks abroad as family members often overlook or underwater my garden plots. However,
this was the first time I had actually followed the full five
steps. My garden has been the recipient of each of the
Life-Force® products as they were developed but I had
never put them together before. I felt like the big difference was the inclusion of Life-Force® Micro-Force™.
This is a blend of beneficial microbes that is “brewed”
in a 20 litre bucket overnight before application to the
soil. I had been trying to achieve a much-desired crumb
structure in my soil, where plant roots can move unimpeded, water infiltrates well and oxygen can freely enter to supply the requirements of the beneficial soil microbes (all of whom are highly aerobic). Upon my return
from overseas I had finally achieved my goal. I could push
my hand deeply into a beautifully particulated soil that
smelt good enough to eat. Life-Force® Micro-Force™
contains organisms that harvest free nitrogen from the
atmosphere. It features friendly fungi that promote plant
growth while hunting down and eating pathogens. This
microbe blend also contains billions of organisms that
improve the uptake of minerals from the soil to the
plant. The more minerals we can deliver to the plant, the
more intense the flavor and the greater the medicinal
value of the food you are growing.
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Setting Up The Soil
The starting point in the five part plan is to remineralise
and balance your soil. This is achieved with a complete,
composted fertiliser called Nutri-Store Gold™. This
blend includes good levels of all major and minor minerals and broadspectrum mineralisation derived from
the concentrated ash from ancient plant material. All
27 components are composted to boost their nutrient
availability and to introduce humus and microbes into
your garden. The soil life is further boosted with the addition of Life-Force® Instant Humus™, which involves a
remarkable natural promotant called humic acid. These
soluble humate granules are simply dissolved and the
tar black soup is watered onto the garden before planting. Humic acid complexes minerals to prevent them
from leaching and it magnifies their uptake.

Promoting Seedlings and the Seed Bed
If seeds and seedlings can get off to a good start then,
like breast-fed babies, they will usually thrive down the
track. Life-Force® Stimulate™ is a dark brown soluble
powder that contains two of the most powerful seed
starters ever researched. Fulvic acid is an amazing promotant derived from brown coal that boosts early root

and shoot growth while feeding soil microbes. This organic powerhouse is combined with a super concentrated soluble kelp powder. Kelp contains compounds
to neutralise transplant shock and it also enhances seed
germination and kick starts the seedling. Seedlings are
dipped in a 500:1 dilution of Life-Force® Stimulate™ and
this dilution can also be watered on to seed beds with a
watering can.

Recharging Soil-Life and Feeding the
Microbe Workforce
Life-Force® Micro-Force™ involves freeze dried organisms in a powder that is added to a bucket of water and
aerated overnight with an inexpensive fish tank aerator.
This completed microbe brew is then diluted and applied immediately after planting. When a new microbe
workforce is introduced like this, it is always a good idea
to send them off to work with a lunchbox of good quality food, so they hit the ground running. The lunchbox
in this case is a product called Life-Force® Seachange™.
This is a proven combination of liquid fish fertiliser, seaweed and fulvic acid that provides the perfect food for
both the new workforce and the existing organisms in
your soil. The aim is to feed fungi, which in turn attract
protozoa, which will herald the arrival of numerous

It was a great thrill arriving home to this vibrant Life-Force garden after 4 weeks overseas.
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earthworms seeking this microbe feast. The more earthworms the better, because these creatures are virtual
fertiliser factories. Everything that comes out of their
rear end contains several hundred percent more nutrients than what went in the front end.

Foliars for Forgotten Flavours
Research has shown that foliar fertilising is 12 to 15
times more efficient than soil fertilising. However in the
home garden, the primary purpose of strapping on your
pump-up spray unit is to boost the nutrient density and
flavour of the food you are growing for yourself and your
family. NTS are internationally renowned for their foliar
formulations in intensive horticulture and we have utilised that knowledge and experience to bring you a two
pack foliar regime in the Life-Force® five step program.
The first formula is called Life-Force® Total Cover™ and,
as the name suggests, it contains a complete coverage of
all minerals and a range of natural plant growth promotors. This is the only fertiliser on the market that contains
rich levels of selenium, a protective mineral missing in
most Australians. There are two minerals missing in Total
Cover (magnesium & calcium) because they are incompatible with other minerals in the product so they are
included in a second foliar fertiliser called Life-Force®
Trio™. Total Cover™ is diluted at 1:100 and foliar sprayed
one week and then the following week Life-Force Trio™
is applied. You may only do this once or twice if you are
struggling to eat the vigorous, intensely flavoured produce fast enough. It’s up to you!

Relief From Insect Pressure
A central premise in biological vegetable gardening is
that if you can build the nutrition of the plant you will
have much lest pest pressure. Insects are designed to eat
poorly balanced plants. In fact, they are the garbage collectors on the planet and if we grow rubbish they will arrive to do their job. Professor Phil Callahan in his ground
breaking book, “Tuning Into Nature”, demonstrated that
the feelers on insects are actually antenna. These an-

tenna pick up infra-red radiation from plants. A healthy,
well balanced plant emits a steady flow of this radiation
and the insect knows that this is not a suitable source
of food. In fact, on many occasions nutrient dense crops
will prove antagonistic to the insects digestive tract.
Truly healthy food is literally toxic to these creatures. By
contrast a minerally unbalanced plant, often grown with
chemical fertilisers, will be a calling card for the insects.
NTS have an insurance policy called Life-Force® VitaGuard™ which is the fifth and final step of the program.
Vita-Guard™ is a botanical-based foliar fertiliser that can
help in the recovery of insect-affected plants.

In Conclusion
This program may seem a little more involved than simply chucking on the chook manure pellets and hoping.
It is based on 16 years of work in high production horticulture and it can deliver fruit and vegetables like you
have never grown before. The importance of growing
your own nutritious food cannot be over emphasised in
a world swimming in processed denatured food laced
with preservatives and chemical residues. The garden is
the ultimate wellness tool and the Life-Force® program is
designed to ensure that food production is both satisfying and rewarding.
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Prostate Implosion:
The Anatomy of
A Plague
by Graeme Sait

The Big Questions
Prostate cancer is set to become the largest killer of
Australian men by the end of this decade and yet the
vast majority of men have no idea about what this little gland even does in our bodies let alone how to look
after it! This article is designed to correct that situation
and will attempt to answer several questions including
the following:
Why do 95% of us go to our graves with a compromised
prostate (even if it didn’t put us there)? Why do we meekly suffer the urinary disruption and sexual malfunction
associated with prostate problems with barely a whimper of discontent? and why has the health and longevity of this little sex gland deteriorated so dramatically
during the past ten decades? In the pages that follow I
will provide you with the recipe to successfully reclaim
responsibility for the health of the prostate and I will
strive to help you reduce your reliance upon pharmaceuticals and intrusive medical procedures.

The Prostate’s Role
Sperm moves from its production site in the testicles to
the prostate gland where extra fluid containing protective and supportive nutrients is added. This walnut sized,
donut wraps around the urethra (urine transporting
tube) and serves as both a gland and a muscle to contract and propel the sperm toward its destination. However the prostate is more than a tool to nourish and deliver sperm. The prostate is a vital centre from which men
derive their vitality, creative energy and sexual energy.
It is even called “the male G spot” in some circles. From a
mind/body perspective, the prostate, as the centre point
of male sexuality, is uniquely vulnerable.
Emotional stress can fuel prostate problems, particularly if that stress is linked to guilt or bitterness, the two
most destructive of human emotions. Similarly, disappointments, feelings of inadequacy and insecurity and
similar unreleased emotions can store in the prostate
and manifest as physical prostate problems.
Eastern cultures have always seen the prostate as an essential component of male vitality, creativity and drive
and there is far greater resistance to prostate removal as
a treatment option, for fear of “losing the spark”.

Research associated with the science of psychoneuroimmunology is revealing a compelling picture of the
potent link between emotions and illness, It has been
shown that unreleased or “stuck” emotions, often termed
“adhesions”, can create energy blockages and eventually physical blockages, largely linked to the restriction
of blood and oxygen. Strategies to address these blockages have not yet progressed beyond phamaceutical
symptom-treating in conventional medicine but there
has been more promising progress amongst alternative
therapists. The deep tissue body work of Ida Rolf and
others, for example, has achieved remarkable results
in terms of releasing these adhesions. Stress-induced
muscle tension limits blood flow to the prostate and reduces the essential cleansing required for a gland that
also serves as a superfine filter to remove toxins. The
prostate removes toxins to protect the sperm. Our world
features a sea of toxins that has demonstrably overwhelmed this little filter. Part of the reason that prostate
problems escalate beyond fifty is the cumulative effect
of toxic overload and associated prostate exhaustion.

Masturbate To Prostate Health
A recent Australian study of 2250 subjects found that
those who masturbated most between the ages of 20
and 50 were least likely to get prostate cancer. Research
leader, Dr. Graham Giles, calls it the “prostate stagnation hypothesis” where flushing the ducts regularly removes accumulated toxins and improves strength and
resistance (similar to the effect of breast feeding on
breast cancer rates). Intercourse can have a similar effect
but not in the case of multiple partners which has been
linked to a 40% increase in the likelihood of prostate
cancer, due to associated STD’s. It’s remarkable to see
such a turnaround in relation to masturbation in just a
couple of generations. I have graphic memories of my
mother surprising me in my bed one morning and pulling back the bed sheets to find her 14 year old exploring
himself (that sounds nicer than wanking). She burst into
tears and rushed from the room. She waited, in a heartbroken state of mourning, all day for my Dad to come
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home, whereby he solemnly warned me of the likelihood of insanity (and developing hairy knuckles) if I was
to continue with this dangerous practice. How the world
has changed. Now, just 40 years later am I expected to
finance a porn subscription for my sons to ensure sufficient masturbation frequency (for the sake of their future prostate health)?

The Scale Of The Problem
200,000 Americans are diagnosed with prostate cancer
each year in what is now the most common form of cancer in men. 38,000 die each year and 37,000 have their
prostates removed. 50% of men over 40 have enlarged
prostates and that figure becomes 75% at age 65 and
90% by age 80! In Australia, 3000 men die from prostate
cancer each year and 18,700 of us are diagnosed with
the disease. 50% of all men will be diagnosed with prostatitis at some point in their lives and prostate cancer will
soon overtake heart disease as the largest killer of Australian men.

When Big Is Not Better:
Enlarged Prostate
There are three key prostate problems based upon infection, inflammation, hypertrophy and cancer. The most
common of these is a condition where the prostate increases in size and presses upon the urethra causing a
series of symptoms. Benign Prostate Enlargement (BPE)
is an affliction so common after age 50, that it is now
virtually considered “normal”. The swelling of the donut
can occur on either side, but if it squeezes the urethra,
then the urination difficulties will occur. As the problem
progresses the bladder muscle becomes irritated and
enlarged, through contracting against increased resistance. Eventually the bladder is unable to empty completely and then unable to empty at all. The residual
urine can cause more serious kidney malfunction and
bladder problems. Ten million American men currently
experience any or all of the following:
•

Nocturia - Frequent urination (usually during the

•
•
•
•

night).
Reduced amount and force of urine stream.
Urinary urgency.
Leaking or dribbling.
Urinary retention (inability to pass urine).

Transurethral resection of the prostate or TURP is the
principle medical “solution”. Often called “reaming out
the prostate” or a “rebore”, this procedure involves cutting away the offending prostate tissue to relieve the
pressure. The problem here is that subsequent scar tissue can create the very problem the surgery was trying
to solve. It is important to embrace practices that have
been shown to reduce prostate size even if you have had
a rebore as this will reduce the potential of future problems with scar tissue.
Finasteride (Proscar) is the most popular prescription
for enlarged prostate. This drug shuts down an enzyme
called 5 alpha-reductase which converts testosterone
into dihydrotestosterone (DHT).The theory is that too
much testosterone fuels too much DHT which causes
prostate cells to proliferate. Sexual side-effects of this
drug include decreased libido, impotence and ejaculatory disorders and new research suggests that it increases the risk of developing prostate cancer. The problem
with the DHT theory is that testosterone levels decrease
with age and yet prostates keep growing. Finasteride decreases DHT by 80% but there is only an 18% reduction
in prostate size. Only 38% of patients experience any
symptom reduction after 12 months of treatment so it
can be hard to justify the side effects with such mediocre
success rates.

Prostatitis - The Root Cause of BPE
It is now thought that some form of prostatitis is behind
BPE, In fact, there appears to be a strong link between all
three main prostate disorders and they may be a continuum. There are three forms of prostatitis including:
1) Acute bacterial prostatitis – this condition features
painful, urgent, frequent urination and often fever. It is
caused by bacteria that have migrated from the urinary
tract. It is important to seek immediate attention if fever is present as there is a potential for serious systemic
infection. Six weeks of antibiotics is the standard treatment but this course should always be followed with 6
months of probiotic supplementation to fully replace
the beneficial gut organisms killed by the antibiotics.
Recent research has revealed that it takes this long term
bug replacement therapy just to get back in the game.
2) Chronic bacterial prostatitis is a longer term condition characterised by vague, persistent low back and
perineal pain. The perinea is the area between the scrotum and anus. Frequency, urgency and pain associated
with urination are common with this disorder. The con-
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ventional treatment involves 3 months of antibiotics but
the cure rate is less than 50% because of limited blood
flow to the region which compromises delivery of the
antibiotics. The offending bacteria also exude a protective biofilm which further limits the impact of the antibiotics. The best strategy here is to adopt an approach that
maximizes the effect of the antibiotic or natural biocide
you have selected for treatment.
3) Chronic non-bacterial prostatitis is more common
and is based upon inflammation. Inflammation has now
been linked to most degenerative disorders. It is always
best to address the root cause of the issue rather than
treating symptoms with anti-inflammatory drugs One
strong link to inflammation is a poor Omega 6 to Omega
3 ratio The ratio should be 2 to 1 but is currently 20 to 1 in
Australia. Omega 3 fatty acids are the building blocks for
anti-inflamatory prostaglandins while Omega 6 fatty
acids sponsor the inflammatory response..

Prostate Cancer - The Thief In The Night
Unlike the other prostate disorders, prostate cancer is
often undetectable in the early stages so it’s diagnosis
can often come as un unpleasant surprise. Unusually,
there is no scientific evidence that early detection, or
even treatment, has any marked effect upon the incidence of death from this cancer. In fact, the converse
is often true. Intrusive procedures can be counterproductive and it really represents the failure of the modern medical machine that a strategy called “watchful
waiting” is outperforming the interventionist approach.
There is particular concern with the procedure of biopsy
where some prostate tissue is surgically removed for further analysis. I have been approached by numerous men
during my prostate presentations around the world who
have experienced serious complications associated with
what seems a fairly basic procedure. The most common
problem is serious systemic infection which can kick in
one to three days after the biopsy.
Prostate cancer is the most common form of malignancy found in men. Autopsy reports involving deaths
from other causes show that at 50 years of age 30% of
all men had undetected prostate cancer and after 90 virtually everyone has developed the disease. While short
term survival rates are as high as 90%, 35% of patients
require more treatment within 5 years and 78% within
10 years. While this plague disease is the slowest of the
cancer killers it is apparent that the prevailing treatment
of symptoms is only slowing the flow and we need to
address the root cause!

The Seven Secrets of Prostate Health
If we acknowledge that a more holistic approach is required, then we should be addressing seven factors to

achieve prostate health. These include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Improving hormonal balance.
Neutralising microbial infections.
Addressing toxicity from within and outside.
Correcting mineral balance.
Amending diet.
Reducing stress.
Recognising the sexual link .

The Delicate Dance of The Hormones
Research suggests that hormone balance is a major
player in prostate health. The delicate interplay between
testosterone, estrogen, progesterone, DHEA and cortisol
is as important for the prostate as it is for heart health.
US specialist, Dr John Lee, dedicated his later years to
driving home the critical importance of progesterone in
battling both breast and prostate cancer. It is now understood that excess estrogen, usually as estradiol, does
not just increase the risk of breast and prostate cancer, it
can cause both diseases. Progesterone balances out the
many estrogen negatives. In a remarkable balancing act
that is replicated with many nutrients and bio-chemicals
throughout the body, progesterone compensates for estrogen excess (see table on next page).
Men make about half the progesterone produced by
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• Stimulates breasts cysts
• Increases body fat storage
• Depression and headaches
• Interferes with thyroid hormone
• Increases blood clotting and risk of stroke
• Decreases libido (sex drive)
• Impairs blood sugar control
• Loss of zinc and retention of copper
• Reduced oxygen level in all cells
• Increased risk of endometrial cancer
• Increased risk of breast cancer
• Helps decrease bone loss slightly
women and this hormone is used to inhibit the enzyme,
5 alpha-reductase, which converts testosterone to the
undesirable di-hydro testosterone (DHT). The drug Proscar and the herb Saw Ppalmetto also inhibit this enzyme but much less effectively than progesterone. Prostate enlargement and prostate cancer are both directly
related to estradiol running rampant in the absence of
a balancing mechanism. 10 mgs per day of a natural
progesterone cream applied to the skin can neutralise
estrogen negatives and has even reversed metastatic
prostate cancers in many cases.

• Protects against breast cysts
• Helps use fat for energy
• Natural diuretic (water pill)
• Natural anti-depressant
• Facilitates thyroid hormone action
• Normalizes blood clotting
• Increases libido
• Normalizes blood sugar levels
• Normalizes zinc and copper levels
• Restores proper cell oxygen levels
• Prevents endometrial cancer
• Helps prevent breast cancer
• Increases bone building
companied by a loss of muscle, often has more to do
with declining testosterone than consumption of beer.
Erection problems and mild depression are other symptoms of this hormonal change. The massive popularity of
viagra is testimony to the scale of the problem!
Gut fat is now virtually regarded as an organ in its own
right except that unlike other organs it does nothing

Apoptosis is orderly, pre-programmed cell death which
is part of the normal cell replacement process. Deregulation of apoptosis is linked to disorders ranging from cancer and neurodegeneration to autoimmunity and heart
disease. Genetic research has identified two genes responsible for regulating apoptosis called p53 and bc12.
If bc12 dominates it will push cells to cancer and if p53
rules the opposite occurs. One of the hopes for a cancer
cure is to find agents that turn on p53 and turn off bc12.
The exciting news is that estradiol activates bc12 while
progesterone turns on the anti-cancer gene p53. Dr
Lee’s research shows that breast cancer cells stop multiplying when a woman is taking progesterone.

Death By Gut Fat
Why is it that hormone imbalance has virtually become
part of the journey when we pass 40? Why do testosterone, progesterone and DHEA levels decline while estrogen and cortisol rise? There are several reasons involving
lifestyle toxins and nutrition but a potent contributor is
the increased abdominal fat that is so common in males
from 40 years on. This “beer gut” which is normally ac© 2009 Nutri-Tech Solutions Pty Ltd
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positive. In fact the best way to dramatically increase
your odds of surviving the top ten degenerative killers is
to lose the gut (a 500% better chance!)
Abdominal fat cells produce estrogen but they also
produce aromatase, an enzyme which converts your
testosterone into estrogen. These fat cells release biochemicals that interfere with leptin, a hormone that
normally dampens appetite after food and they produce
a hormone called adiponectin which increases insulin resistance. They also release cytokines called tumor
necrosis factor and interleukin 6 which increase the inflammation linked to most diseases including prostate
problems.

The Candida Connection
At a recent prostate conference a South American researcher stated that he had found candida infections
in 13% of the patients he had checked. Candida is a
yeast that is present in all of us but it is normally kept
in check by beneficial gut organisms. Unfortunately our
probiotic organisms are assaulted on a daily basis with
antibiotics, food stabilisers, stress, drugs and the contraceptive pill. Consequently candida overgrowths are very
common. Some researchers claim that candida is negatively affecting over 50% of the population! This may
be a major issue in light of recent controversial claims
linking candida to cancer. Candida may be a player in
your prostatitis if you have had no response from antibiotics. The first step is to determine the presence and
scale of the overgrowth and the best way to achieve
this is with live blood testing. If the live blood on the
slide is left to die (usually involving 15 minutes) and then
observed under the microscope, the presence of a systemic infestation is determined by popcorn-like shapes
that appear between the red blood cells. Interestingly,
live blood practitioners confirm that every cancer patient, without exception, looks like a bag of popcorn has
been poured into their blood. I had personally suffered
from prostatitis for two years and was unable to beat
it with antibiotics (natural or conventional). A live blood
practitioner confirmed that candida was my issue and I
was eventually able to solve my problem by killing the
candida. However this is notoriously difficult to achieve
and I literally utilized the complete program listed below
to combat the invaders. The starting point is to adopt an
anti-candida diet for at least four weeks. It is critically
important to remove sugar and carbohydrates from your
diet as these creatures feed on sugar and you need to
starve them out. Any food containing yeast must also be
avoided. This means no bread, potatoes, beer, fruit, cereal, soft drinks, baked goods etc etc. Steroidal painkillers
are also a food for candida. Then you need to hit them
with a combination of anti-fungal herbs, immune
stimulants and probiotics and this 3 pronged attack
combined with the restrictive diet usually works. You
can monitor your progress with a follow-up, live blood

analysis.

The Top Twelve Candida Killers
1.

Garlic – eat 2 cloves per day, which is roughly
equivalent to 6 kyolic tablets and more effective.
However you must bruise the garlic with a meat
tenderiser, or similar, and wait for 11 minutes before consuming the cloves. There are two ingredients that must be oxidized before they can bond
together to create the powerhouse biochemical
allicin. This is the active ingredient that is largely
responsible for the protective qualities of garlic.
If you want to remove the garlic odour from your
breath, then consume a combination of freshly
squeezed orange juice and a couple of sprigs of
parsley.
2. Oregano oil – this is a powerful fungicide which is
included in most anti-candida formulas
3. Bio-Bubble™ – this broadspectrum probiotic,
taken in high doses can help restore the balance
of beneficial gut organisms as candida is a classic
symptom of dysbiosis (unbalanced gut flora) . Two
x 2 L bottles per week has proven effective.
4. Horopito – this NZ herb is a very promising fungicide and is readily available in Australia
5. Caprylic acid – this fatty acid derived from coconuts and found in breast milk offers powerful candida control.
6. Olive leaf extract – Oleuropein kills both fungi
and bacterial pathogens and is also a powerful
anti-oxidant.
7. Wormwood – this herb which is highly effective
against internal parasites is also fungicidal.
8. Pau D’arco bark –the bark of this South American
rainforest tree contains luxury levels of napthaquinones which are powerful immune stimulants and
also have anti-fungal properties.
9. Black walnut hulls – this is another parasite killer
and fungicide in one.
10. Xylitol – If you are addicted to the most addictive substance known to man, then you can still
indulge your sweet tooth with the only sugar that
kills rather than feeds candida.
11. Ganaderma – This is a mushroom extract that
may prove to be the most powerful of all immune
stimulants. The immune system must be firing on
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all cylinders to beat this insidious overgrowth.
12. Stabilised oxygen – Candida do not do well in a
highly oxygenated environment.

Cadmium Kills
The heavy metal, cadmium is a major, often unrecognised player in prostate cancer.
Researchers trigger a tumor to develop on a lab rat’s
prostate by simply adding a specific dose of cadmium
based on the weight of each rat. It takes just 2 months
for the prostate tumour to form! The biggest source of
cadmium contamination comes from cigarettes which
contain 3 mcgs per cigarette. The body can manage just
3 mcgs per day. Welding rods also contain cadmium as
does paint and diesel. Metal workers have 4 times more
prostate cancer than any other profession.
Cadmium, like zinc, hangs out in the prostate and it does
so more readily when zinc levels are low. Zinc can also
displace cadmium from the prostate. Coriander pesto
is a powerful chelator of both mercury and cadmium.
However you should not use this coriander concentrate
if you have a mouthful of amalgams as it can sponsor
an increased leaching of toxic methyl mercury from the
fillings.

Mouth Health and Prostate Health
There appears to be a direct link between infections in
the mouth and problems in the prostate. Leading biological dentist, Dr Harold Ravens, states that “we have
not been able to locate a man with prostate problems
who had a clean mouth”. Researchers at The University
of Southern California have shown that the same bacteria that reside in prostate patient’s mouths also reside in
their prostate glands.
There are four steps to a healthy mouth including the
following:
1) Have your root canals checked - checking your root
canals is important as there are two miles of tubules in
every tooth and it is very difficult to guarantee that any
infection has been completely removed. Lingering infections can spread to the jaw bone and very often end up
in the prostate. This is most likely when no pain is felt
due to the removal of a nerve.
2)
Treat gum diseases immediately - bleeding or
sore gums should be addressed urgently as they reflect
poor immunity and nutrient deficiencies and have been
linked to both cancer and heart disease. The most common cause is vitamin C deficiency, as bleeding gums is a
feature of scurvy. The antioxidants vitamins A, C, D and E
are all important and activated oxygen.

Amalgams leach methyl mercury at the rate of 3 mcg - 17
mcg per day. There is no safe level of mercury!
3) Have your amalgams removed - mercury is the
most toxic metal on earth and there is no safe level
in the human body. Amalgams comprise 56% mercury
which leaches as methyl mercury at 3 mcg to 17 mcg per
day according to WHO. Cleaning teeth, eating food and
chewing gum, can all sponsor release of methyl mercury.
Mercury has been shown to interfere with cellular communication, damage the heart and kidneys, negatively
affect hormone balance and function, damage the central nervous system and sponsor depression. It is also impossible to get rid of candida if you have amalgams and,
once again, you should never try any form of mercury
chelation while you still have amalgams as it will pull
mercury from your mouth into your body.
4)
Find a good biological dentist – the removal of
amalgams can be dangerous unless it is done correctly.
Dr Eric Davis in Brisbane and Dr Ron Ehrlich from Sydney
are two Australian leaders in this field.

Think Zinc For Prostate Protection
Eight key nutrients are proven prostate supporters and
several of these are deficient in most men. They include
zinc, selenium, Vitamin E, lycopene, omega 3 fatty acids,
specific amino acids, magnesium and Vitamin K.
Zinc is the single most important prostate nutrient and
yet 80% to 90% of Australian men are deficient in this
mineral. Healthy prostate tissue should contain more
zinc than any other tissue in the body. Numerous researchers have found a link between zinc deficiency,
enlarged prostate and prostate cancer. For example, Zaicheick et al found 7 times more zinc in healthy prostates
than those with cancer. Costello et al found a fascinating correlation between citrate metabolism, zinc accumulation and prostate cancer. They found that a healthy
prostate accumulates and secretes exceptional levels of
citrate from the prostate epithelial cells. They found that
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the secretion dropped in the absence of zinc and that
the accumulation of zinc inhibits an enzyme that causes
citrate oxidation.They also found that testosterone regulates accumulation of zinc in the prostate epithelial cells
that produce citrate.
Two of the biggest players in prostate cancer are cadmium and excess estrogen. Zinc is intimately linked to
both. The likelihood of cadmium entering the prostate is
governed by zinc. Just like low calcium encourages lead
absorption, low zinc encourages cadmium absorption. If
cadmium has already gained a foothold in the prostate
(often through smoking) then zinc is even more important as it can displace cadmium from the prostate. Abdominal fat cells produce an enzyme called aromatase
which converts your testosterone into estrogen (which
feeds cancer cells). That’s why obese men grow breasts
and can become impotent. Zinc is a very powerful aromatase inhibitor. 30 to 50 mgs of chelated zinc should
be taken last thing before bed each night as it otherwise
tends to lock up with phytic acid, a natural acid found in
cereal grains.

The Selenium Secret
In 6 months of food testing in South Australia by the
CSIRO in 2005, researchers were unable to detect a single ppm of selenium in any food tested. We all need to
be supplementing with this protective antioxidant mineral at 200mcgs per day
In a small study published in JAMA in 1996, 200 mcg of
selenium as yeast was linked to a marked reduction in
prostate cancer occurrence over a 4.5 year period. i.e. 35
in the control group vs. just 13 in the treated group. Selenium is both a detox agent and an immune supporter.

Anti-inflammator-E
Vitamin E is both an antioxidant
(& selenium synergist) and it is
an anti-inflammatory in its own
right. In a large randomised
study involving smokers, those
supplementing with 50 mgs of
s-tocopherol had 32% less incidence of prostate cancer and
41% less deaths but there have
been mixed results with other
studies. High doses can give a
negative result. Part of the reason for the mixed results is the
fact that there are 8 forms of
vitamin E, four tocopherols and
four tocotrienals and they appear to work in concert (just like
the carotenes and the B vitamins). All of the research has
only looked at one of the tocopherols. Recent findings

Tomatoes are the highest source of lycopene but this
phyto-nutrient is more bioavailable when they are cooked.
suggest that the tocotrienals may be 40 times more potent as anti-oxidants than the tocopherols. Red Palm oil
contains the highest known food source of all four tocotrienals and it contains 7 of the 8 forms of vitamin E. This
remarkable oil is also the highest source of carotenes!

Red Medicine
Lycopene is a carotene (found in tomatoes, red pawpaw, watermelon etc) that is a powerful antioxidant and
is involved in cellular communication. A Harvard study
found that a diet rich in lycopene was responsible for a
21% to 42% reduction in prostate cancer. The research
to this point suggests you are better to source this nutrient from foods rather than supplements, probably because it needs the other carotenes.
It is most effective when tomatoes are cooked as this
breaks the cell walls to release the goodies. It is also fat
soluble so spaghetti sauce with oil added is perfect. Just
pay the extra 20% for organic!

The Good Oil
Essential fatty acids (EFAs) are required to maintain the
health of every cell in the body. Classic deficiency signs
include: depression, mood disorders, memory loss, hyperactivity, anxiety, dry flaking skin, arthritis, muscle
spasms, food allergies, fatigue, hypoglycemia and increased body fat. EFAs aid in maintaining the fluidity
of the cell membrane, they help produce and balance
hormones and they play an essential role in managing
inflammation. Prostaglandins are produced from EFAs.
Interestingly these products of fatty acid metabolism
were first discovered in the prostate gland i.e prost-agland-in. The EFAs most missing are Omega 3 fats as
the Omega 6 to Omega 3 ratio should ideally be 2 to 1.
However, through over consumption of the wrong fats
this ratio is now 20 to 1 in Australia (in favour of Omega
6 fats, this is a huge problem in relation to the inflammatory effect. Omega 6 fatty acids are the building blocks
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for inflammatory prostaglandins while Omega 3 fatty
acids are used to construct anti-inflammatory prostaglandins. Our bodies are overproducing inflammatory
prostaglandins as a result and inflammation has now
been linked to all of the leading degenerative diseases
including the prostate disorders. A landmark South Korean study measured omega 3 levels in subjects ranging on the continuum from healthy gland to advanced
prostate cancer and found that omega three levels consistently decreased as the problems worsened. Fish oil
capsules(six per day) or a tablespoon of cod liver oil each
day (combined with lemon juice to make sure there is
no repeating aftertaste) is the best way to build Omega
3 levels. Fatty fish like salmon, mackerel and tuna should
be included in the diet and flaxseed oil (with 57% omega 3) should be the salad oil of choice. Another good
strategy to reclaim your Omega 6 to Omega 3 balance
is to add chia to your morning smoothie. Chia is a South
American grain that forms a tasteless gel when combined with water. It is rich in Omega 3 fatty acids and
several other nutrients.
Note: Remember that fish oil supplements should always be taken with a fat soluble antioxidant like vitamin
E as they are so easily oxidised.

Sauerkraut is an example of a fermented food with tremendous health benefits (nutrients are 5 x more potent).
Vitamin C and Vitamin E, both important for prostate
health

Eat Fermented Foods

Damrau confirmed their work in 1967 and it was confirmed again by Cuervo et al in 1978. In Japan this group
of aminos is marketed as “Paraprost” and it has been successfully trialed against several drugs to confirm efficacy.
If you would like to trial it yourself the rates are 500 mg
of each amino each day.

A recent European study involving 11,000 men found
that regular intake of Vitamin K2 (menaquinone) could
reduce the risk of prostate cancer by 35%. In this study,
Vitamin K1 (phylloquinone) intake did not offer any
prostate benefits. There has been considerable research
on synthetic Vitamin K3 and it is currently used to boost
the efficiency of chemotherapy drugs. Vitamin K1 comes
from green plants like spinach, Kale, broccolli, brussel
sprouts and cabbage but K2 comes from bacteria. The
beneficial bacteria in our gut produce vitamin K2 along
with a suite of other beneficial nutrients.The chief external source is from lacto-fermented food. It is no wonder that all of the cultures that have enjoyed longevity
have included lacto fermented food in their diet. This
superfood features multiple benefits and the microbial
pre-digesion makes the medicinal compounds within
the food several times more effective.

Magnesium The Master Mineral

Helpful Herbs

Magnesium is directly required for over 350 enzymes
including detox enzymes and it is needed with ATP to
create the energy for the detox process. The prostate
filter is always removing toxins with associated detox
requirements. It is estimated that over 80% of Australians are magnesium deficient and yet it is arguably the
most important mineral for robust health! Magnesium
also builds free testosterone levels. Several studies have
shown that 450 mgs of Mg and 30 mgs of zinc can lift
testosterone by 30%. 27% of magnesium is found in
muscle tissue. This part muscle, part gland will malfunction without magnesium. A Mg deficit worsens the cal/
mag ratio and increases the amount of calcium within
the cell. Calcium has been linked to prostate cancer. Mg
is also involved in the absorption and metabolism of

Saw palmetto, stinging nettle root and pygeum are
three well researched medicinal herbs with considerable prostate benefits. Saw palmetto is a fan palm from
North America that has saw-like leaves notorious for
tearing clothing (hence the name) This herb is of value
for all three prostate problems and it boosts sex drive in
men. The key actives are phytosterols and flavanoids.
There are several mechanisms of action. It is a calcium
antagonist that can relieve urinary urgency by reducing
smooth muscle contractions of the bladder sphincter. It
inhibits the binding of DHT to androgen receptor sites.
It inhibits prolactin-induced prostate growth. It inhibits
the binding of growth stimulating receptor sites. It inhibits the arachadonic acid cascade (anti-inflammatory)

Super Active Aminos
In 1958, Feinblatt and Gant conducted research that
demonstrated the therapeutic potential of three amino
acids in treating enlarged Prostate. These aminos, including alanine, glutamine and glycine, reduced nightime
urinary frequency by 95%.
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and it inhibits 5-alpha reductase.
The stinging nettle (urtica dioica) is a nitrate-loving
weed with a very high lignan content which has been
used as a source of fiber. Sex Hormone Binding Globulins (SHBG) increase with age and so does the associated
capacity to bind the estrogen and testosterone which
can cause cell proliferation. Stinging nettle root has a
strong capacity to bind to SHBG thereby reducing the
potential of estrogen and testosterone to promote cell
proliferation. Numerous trials have been conducted in
Germany where this root is very popular. Using a dose of
600 mgs per day for three months, several studies have
found a significant increase in urinary flow and a significant decrease in SHBG levels.This herb has also been trialed against proscar with favourable results and none of
the negative side effects.
The bark of pygeum, an African plum tree, has been traditionally prescribed for urinary/genital issues for centuries and it has also been used as an aphrodisiac. Now
researchers are finding it has huge potential for treating
the symptoms of BPE. It contains three types of phytosterols and some long chain fatty acids that are responsible for most of the benefits. Many European studies
have reported persistent therapeutic activity usually
involving decreased bladder hyperactivity and reduced
prostate inflammation.

Consumption of dairy products has been linked to prostate cancer in at least 16 published studies.
•

•

•

Ten Medicinal Foods For The Prostate
•
•
•

•
•

•

Tomatoes, watermelon and red pawpaw for their
lycopene
Salmon, mackerel and sardines for their Omega 3
etc.
Pumpkin seeds for their Omega 3, magnesium,
iron and zinc. These seeds contain the highest
plant source of zinc.
Brassicas for their sulfuraphane and indole-3 carbinol.
Coconut oil and red palm oil for protective medium chain saturated fats. Also flaxseed and chia for
omega 3 fatty acids
Fruit and vegetable juices for their concentrated

antioxidant power
Make your plate a rainbow for the protection of
pigments The more intense the colour the more
potent the anti-oxidant protection.
Brazil nuts for selenium and vitamin E (these nuts
are the best natural source of selenium containing
around 25 mcgs of selenium in each nut)
Garlic and spring onions – One study showed
that regular consumption of garlic cut the cancer
risk by 53% and the figure was 71% for the spring
onions(scallions).

Food to Avoid:
•

•

•

•

Dairy products – dairy consumption has been
linked to prostate cancer in at least 16 published
studies. One Harvard study found that two and a
half servings of dairy a day was linked to a 30% increased risk of prostate cancer.
High GI foods – these empty calories help build
blood insulin levels. High insulin has been linked
to many degenerative diseases including prostate
problems.
Caffeine in coffee and soft drinks is a prostate irritant that should be minimised. It also decreases
the production of killer T cells which is a serious
issue if you suffer from any form of cancer or immune challenge.
Margarine, hydrogenated vegetable oils and fast
foods. Margarine is the ultimate man-made abomination and has been linked to a variety of illnesses.

Sex and the Prostate
It is always a win/win when a wellness strategy also delivers pleasure. I have already mentioned the research on
masturbation and regular single partner sex as a means
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concept and finding that it can be a problem-solver on
several fronts including improved sexual performance
(premature ejaculation, better erections and a greater
sense of fulfillment).
You can do it yourself, your partner can do it for you (but
in both cases it must be gentle stroking rather than vigorous) or you can purchase a popular device that is inserted in the anus and activated by flexing the buttocks.
There are several of these devices on the market but the
Aneros prostate massage device seems to attract the
best reviews.

In Conclusion

Japanese wives will often massage their husbands prostate to boost both prostate health and sexual pleasure.
to maintain prostate health but there is another win/win
that offers more potent protection and more pleasure.
Prostate massage is making a major comeback as a
therapeutic tool but it is also now more widely recognised as a sex-enhancing strategy as it is claimed that
the prostate is the male “G spot”. If you have ever felt
envy at your lovers capacity for multiple orgasms, then
envy no more because you too have that capacity.
Urologists often stroke the prostate to get a sample of
prostatic fluid, a practice which must surely have the
potential to generate a “life crisis” in the homophobics
amongst us who suddenly find themselves experiencing multiple, involuntary orgasms from a male doctor’s
gloved touch!
Prostate massage appears in “the Karma Sutra” and it
has also been a part of Asian and ayurvedic medicine for
centuries. Japanese wives will often massage their husbands prostate to boost both prostate health and sexual
pleasure. The Japanese suffer far fewer prostate problems than their American counterparts.

The walnut sized prostate gland is integral to male
health and sexuality but in it’s role as a toxin filter it has
been assaulted on all fronts in recent decades. The end
result is a plague of prostate problems that can seriously
impact your happiness, sexual pleasure and longevity. A
proactive approach to prostate health is long overdue
and I trust that you have now been given some guidelines to embark upon a protective program for yourself..
I hope that you can now appreciate that these problems
are both avoidable and manageable, if we understand
their root cause and move beyond the reactive treatment of symptoms.

Self Empowerment in
Paradise
There are a great many growers who recognise that their
current farming practices are not sustainable. They have
seen the degradation of their soils and the increased
need for fertilisers and farm chemicals. They have often felt discomfort at applying toxic chemicals to their
livestock, soils and plants, but above all they have seen
their profitability diminish in the face of constantly rising prices. They often feel shackled to the spray rig and

European Urologists use prostate massage widely to increase blood flow to the gland and to magnify the efficacy of antibiotics and herbal preparations for prostatitis.
The massage alone appears to be remarkably effective
for both prostatitis and enlarged prostate and this is
largely based on increased delivery of blood and oxygen
to the affected organ. Prostate massage was widely used
30 years ago but was replaced with antibiotics as a treatment for prostatitis. Now researchers are revisiting the
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The World’s Best Course

Farmer Lou (left) and his sons have embraced the biological approach on Norfolk and are growing wonderful food.
believe there is no escape from the treadmill. However,
there is an escape and this “alternative” is rapidly becoming a major force in farming. Biological agriculture is
currently the flavor of the month, in fact, it may well
prove to be the saviour of 21st Century agriculture. It appears that all paths are leading to this more sustainable
approach. The spectre of peak oil looms and will have a
huge impact on an agriculture fueled by cheap oil. How
do we prosper in the future when pesticides, herbicides,
fungicides and fertilisers are all based on a non renewable commodity that is destined to rise and rise when half
of the current oil reserves have been used? Then there is
the carbon footprint of modern farming that will inevitably be taxed in the near future. Most importantly, there
is the growing uncertainty and ill ease associated with
climate change and its impact on farming. The good
news here is that farmers will be paid carbon credits to
sequester carbon (build humus) in their soils. This is inevitable because there is no alternative. Agriculture is the
only sector that can solve this problem! People have not
grasped the seriousness of the situation. If we were to
cut carbon emissions throughout the world tomorrow
then in 200 years time we would be down to the CO2 levels of 1975 and that is still much too high. We are locked
into a train wreck and agriculture is the only saviour. The
inherent problem here is that the fixing of carbon into
the soil is purely a biological process. It involves nurturing soil-life and re-introducing them in many cases. It
involves protecting these creatures from poor soil management decisions and it requires protecting them from
toxins. These requirements are the antithesis of chemical
agriculture but they are the very basis of the biological
approach? So how do farmers equip themselves with
the knowledge to feel confident enough to change the
way they farm? The answer is education and that education is now fully supported by the Federal Government in recognition of the desperate need to develop a
more carbon-friendly approach in agriculture.

The NTS four day Certificate in Sustainable Agriculture
is the leading course of its type in the world. This training
has now been offered on four continents and thousands
of farmers around the world are now empowered to reclaim control of their own destiny. Steve Diver, a former
executive with ATTRA, the organic division of the USDA,
described the course as “undoubtedly the best course
of its type in the world. This course provides intensive
coverage of the tremendous problem-solving potential
of biological agriculture and equips attendees with both
the tools and the inspiration to make a change”. The next
Certificate course at the NTS Seminar Centre in Yandina
is fully booked but here is another more exotic training
option scheduled for September. The Government have
agreed to fully support Australian growers to travel to
Norfolk Island for The NTS Certificate in Sustainable Agriculture and there is even a day of farm visits scheduled
for a fifth day. The new FarmReady initiative covers the
full cost of the course and a substantial part of the air
ticket and accommodation. This course is scheduled for
24th - 27th September 2009.

Learning in Paradise
For those of you unfamiliar with the many charms of Norfolk Island, here is a brief summary. The Island features
some of the richest volcanic soils in the world where
organic matter levels exceeding 12% are common. The
vegetation involves the best of sub-tropical Queensland
and New Zealand and abounds with jacarandas, poincianas, frangipanis, pohutakawas and tree ferns. The native tree, the Norfolk pine is found everywhere and there
are majestic 400 year old specimens that form dramatic
silhouettes before spectacular ocean sunsets. The air is
the cleanest anywhere on the planet and the brilliant
turquoise ocean is similarly pristine. Turtles, dolphins
and whales (in season) can be seen from any headland
and it is rumored that you are guaranteed to catch a fish

Simon and Matt Bigg admire an exceptional pumpkin
crop grown with the NTS bio fertiliser, Norfolk Gold™.
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within five minutes, when angling from key locations on
the coastline. The temperature never drops below 10ºC
and never increases beyond 28 degrees. Norfolk offers a
world that the rest of us can only dream of. There is no
crime. You don’t lock your house or car. I was told to just
leave the key in the car when I dropped off my rental car
at the airport. Children can live the life they were meant
to, in a natural playground free from predators. Everyone waves whether you are walking or driving and the
sense of community is beautiful. The locals speak their
own language based upon a fascinating combination of
Tahitian and old English. The place is steeped in history
with a background as a penal colony and the final settling place for the descendants of famous mutiny on the
Bounty. There are numerous good quality restaurants
and the food grown in these nutrient-dense soils is exceptional. This is a rare opportunity to be educated and
inspired in a genuine slice of paradise, free of charge.

Husband/ Wife Teams Welcome
We have found that it can be beneficial for husbands
and wives to attend the four day course together. There
is a tremendous amount of information to absorb and
two heads can be better than one, but more importantly
growers are often fired up after this event and inspired
to embrace new concepts. It is obviously better if both
partners are on the same page when it comes to important change. This course also contains several hours of
personal health information including a Human Health
workshop, which involves a variety of tests including
hair tests for key minerals and heavy metals. Attendees
receive a report card on the state of their health and it is
very common for husbands to lament the fact that their
wives had not attended the course to understand the
need for diet change etc. Why not come to this beautiful
Island as a couple and enjoy a few days in paradise after
the event.
If you would like to attend this special edition Certificate
Course then call +61 7 5472 9900 to book your place.

Nutri- Tech News

One Day Course Now
Government Supported
There has been a large increase in interest regarding
The NTS Certificate in Sustainable Agriculture since this
course qualified for FarmReady reimbursement earlier
this year. In fact, courses are now sold out well in advance so potential participants are advised to book early
(next course in November) to avoid disappointment.
Now the FarmReady qualification has been extended to
a new one day course called Climate Change and Carbon Farming - Profitability Beyond Petrochemicals,
which will be conducted throughout the country over
coming months. This Federal Government training incentive scheme covers the full cost of the course along
with reimbursement for travel and accommodation,
where applicable.
The one day course will be conducted by NTS CEO,
Graeme Sait, in conjunction with experienced biological Agronomist, Steve Capeness. Graeme is the author
of hundreds of published articles and his book,”Nutrition
Rules” has been internationally acclaimed. He is a passionate, inspiring speaker who will leave you hungry for
more information and “sparked” to experiment with biological principles.
In this fascinating, one day course, you will learn how to
profit from the dual crises set to impact agriculture. Climate change will affect Australian farming in many ways,
not the least of which is the prospect of a carbon tax for
green house gas emissions. There is also a growing recognition that farmers need to be paid carbon credits to
encourage carbon sequestration (humus building) and
this must happen as a matter of urgency. These carbon
credits will offset the carbon tax with the potential for a
profitable outcome.
This course will teach you how to nurture and encourage
the biology that builds soil carbon. You will learn about
mineral balancing, microbe management and more sustainable pest management.
The second issue affecting your farming future is the
looming prospect of Peak Oil. In the history of economics, the price of non renewable commodities goes ballistic when it is agreed that half of the known reserves are
gone. How does modern agriculture fare when fertilisers, fungicides, pesticides, herbicides and diesel are all
based on petro-chemicals that are destined to rise and
rise in cost.
This invaluable training will equip you to reduce your reliance upon petro-chemicals. You will learn how to harvest nitrogen free from the air, stabilise your phosphate
to prevent lock-ups and magnify your fertiliser inputs.
You will also discover a host of tools to increase the efficiency and profitability of your farming enterprise.
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there is no research, to date, regarding comparable benefits for animals. There is, however, research supporting
the ability of zeolite to very efficiently trap ammonia.

Research Reveals Benefits From
Higher Humate Rates

StockSaver Vet™ increases the fertiliser value of cow manure by trapping the ammonia with zeolite.

NTS Soluble Humate Granules™ have proven to be the
flagship NTS product in a massive range of options. In
over 40 countries they are our most successful biological
input. All that we need to do is encourage a grower to
trial the combination of soluble humates with their fertiliser and they will immediately see the benefits (and they
have often now begun their journey into biological agriculture). Humic acid stabilises and magnifies fertilisers
with the simple addition of just 5 kg of NTS Soluble Humate Granules™ per hectare at a cost of around AU$15.
We usually suggest that the grower reduces his fertiliser
input by the equivalent of AU$15 so there is effectively
no additional cost in trialing this concept. Never, in fif-

A StockSaver™ Secret
StockSaver Vet™ has long been considered the sleeping giant in the huge NTS range. There has always been
an impressive flow of customer feedback about the performance of this product and that has further increased
with the addition of a pet version called PetSaver™. Humates are our largest and most successful product for
plant and soil health but the potential of these natural
acids for animal health is not well understood. StockSaver™ features humic and fulvic acids in the sodium form
as this is more appropriate for animals (in comparison to
the potassium form used in agriculture). These organic
acids serve as prebiotics that stimulate the rumen to
improve feed utilisation and increase the production of
supportive microbial exudates. They can also isolate and
neutralise toxins in much the same manner that activated charcoal might be used to counteract accidental
poisoning in humans. We have also had regular reports
about the capacity of this humate tonic to capture ammonia thereby reducing odour problems and increasing the nitrogen content of manure. This is not a widely
researched characteristic of humates and we were a little perplexed until we recently discovered why this is
happening. We had always believed that StockSaver
Vet™ contained sodium humates and sodium fulvates
that, along with their many other benefits, also serve to
chelate the key trace minerals that are included in the
formulation. These include sulphur, iron, copper, zinc
and manganese and a good lashing of selenium. However, during the preparation of import documents to allow
entry of this product into New Zealand and the associated closer liason with our manufacturers, we discovered,
to our surprise, that the StockSaver™ formulation actually contained 10% micronised zeolite. Micronised zeolite, as a liquid suspension, has become something of a
phenomenon in human health due to exciting European
research highlighting it’s many benefits. Unfortunately

teen years, have we had a grower who did not do better with the humates. In fact, the 5 kg rate has become
the industry standard, particularly in broadacre cereal
cropping, simply because it works so well. We have always recommended not to exceed 20 kg per hectare as
there was some international evidence that this could be
counterproductive but until recently we had not determined the cost-effectiveness of using higher rates of
humates in combination with fertilisers.
Early this year, NTS researcher/chemist, Michael Susic
set out to research the use of higher humate rates at our
trial plots at Eumundi in SE Queensland, using corn and
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maize as the trial crops. Michael was keen to ascertain
the positive or negative affect of varying rates of humates as a standalone application (i.e. not combined
with fertilisers). He also set out to determine the relative
benefits of using higher rates of humates combined with
fertilisers. His findings suggest that there could be considerable yield benefits in using higher rates than we
have previously recommended and that humates can
serve as a fertiliser in their own right.
Corn with Humates as a Fertiliser
Michael began with a sweet corn trial using Pacific Seeds
H5 Hybrid. Corn was over sewn and then thinned to give
approximately the same number of plants per plot. The
soil was phosphorous deficient but otherwise well balanced from a mineral perspective. NTS Soluble Humate
Granules™ were applied at planting at 10 kg per hectare, 20 kg per hectare and 50 kg per hectare. Both the
controls and the treated areas received a side dress of
100 kg of urea just after thinning. Weeds were removed
manually and the cobs were harvested 17 weeks after
planting. The results are summarised in the table below.

In our first ever research of humates as a stand alone
fertiliser Michael found a 9% increase in yield with the
addition of 10 kg per hectare of Soluble Humate Granules. He recorded 20.2% increase with 20 kg of humates
and he found a yield reduction of 9% associated with
the application of 50 kg per hectare. Humates feature an
auxin-like growth promoting effect which is one of the
reasons they promote root growth so effectively but, as
with all natural growth promotants, it is possible to easily oversupply this stimulant and achieve a negative response. We will continue to advise 20 kg as a maximum
application rate.

ticulture and the figures still stack up well in lower value
crops.

Dominate™ (Fungi) - Taking the Hit And
Miss out of Brewing Fungi
One of the hardest things to achieve in the brave new
world of microbe brewing is good fungi counts when
brewing fungi. Bacteria multiply more rapidly than fungi and invariably take over and suppress the fungi numbers. i.e. fungi thrive in acidic conditions but bacteria are
constantly releasing an alkaline exudate which slows
down the fungi. Even if you can avoid this phenomena
and achieve good fungi counts there is another problem
in that the fungi hyphae start to clog filters as they grow,
and if left too long in the tank, it is not unusual to have to
shovel out the hyphal mass from your brewing tank. The
advent of Dominate™ (fungi) has brought an end to the
headaches associated with fungi brewing. This revolutionary product fuels the production of spores instead
of hyphal threads. This gives a far greater number of fungi in the brew, prevents the clogging of equipment and,
most importantly, produces spores that are extremely
tough. We are often asked what these spores look like
as they are obviously invisible to the naked eye. The slide
below was photographed at 1000 x magnification and
features Trichoderma spores (the large oval shapes). The
smaller rod shaped creatures are bacteria that have begun to appear in this case because we have intentionally exceeded the 18 hr to 24 hr brewing time that is the
maximum recommended brewing time for fungi.

Maize and the Fusion Effect
Next Michael set out to compare maize planted with
200 kg of DAP v’s a crop planted with the same rate
of DAP combined with 20 kg of NTS Soluble Humate
Granules™ per hectare. In this phosphate deficient soil
the DAP alone produced a 21% yield increase over the
unfertilised control. However, the fusion blend with humates produced a massive 49% yield increase over the
control. In effect, 28% more yield was achieved with the
humate inclusion. If we were to assume that the sweet
corn might have achieved a similar increase then the
economics in terms of cost-to-benefit ratio become astounding. At current prices the Soluble Humate Granule investment was AU$64 per hectare. The sweet corn
price at that time was AU$1.50 per kg. Assuming a yield
of 10 tonnes per hectare (an average sweet corn yield),
the investment of AU$64 would have resulted in a gain
of AU$4200.00 per hectare! There could be considerable gains in upping the humate rates in intensive hor-

New Plants in A Fraction of the Time
NTS stocks the multi-award winning European innovation, The Rooter Pot™. The name is far from perfect considering Aussi colloquialisms. In fact it sounds like some
kind of perverted sex toy. However, The Rooter Pot™ offers remarkable fast tracking of plant propagation to the
extent that you can produce the equivalent of a 2 year
old shrub or tree in just 2 to three months. This technology is based upon layering in situ. A branch up to 25 mm
thick is selected from the fruit tree or shrub and a small
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The pot filled with potting mix is clipped on to the selected
branch. In 2 mths that branch becomes a tree or shrub.
section of bark is removed. A hinged pot containing a
self-filling water reservoir is designed to serve as a mini
greenhouse when it is stocked with peat and wrapped
around the newly peeled section at the base of the selected branch. The unique design features six capillary
channels which keep the warm, moist roots constantly
hydrated. The pot can be opened at any time to inspect
root growth. NTS is offering a half price special. You can
now buy the 150 mm x 120 mm (large) version for $3.38
inc. gst or the 100 mm x 80 mm (small) pot for $2.

ages because this gland
is not only responsible for
sperm production and delivery, it is also at the centre of sexual health and
vitality. The only negative
feedback we have received
in the six months since
ProGlow™ was launched
has come as something of
a surprise. There is often a
marked increase in libido
linked to consumption of
this prostate super food
and in some cases this has apparently created problems.
Sex therapist and author, Bettina Arntd, claims that she
has spent half of the past 20 years listening to married
men complain about mismatched sex drives between
themselves and their wives. It appears that an unacceptably large percentage of women lose interest in sex after
a few years of marriage. It seems that boosting the frustration of their spouses by increasing their sex drive with
ProGlow™ can sometimes prove unproductive. I suspect
that my next project should be to thoroughly research
this issue of flagging female libidos and perhaps offer
a solution to the problem. Bettina believes that the 40
year old “sexual revolution” has created a generation of
men who are “miserable, angry and really dissapointed”
and her controversial solution is to urge women to say
‘yes’ more often to improve marital harmony. I personally prefer the option of correcting the imbalances that
have created the loss of libido rather than returning to
the concept of obligatory sex.

Aquavate Wins Award

You can open the hinged pot at any time to monitor how
well the roots are developing within this mini greenhouse.

Prostate Formula Proves Popular
ProGlow™, the new prostate support formula from
NTS, is proving exceptionally popular and the customer
feedback has been tremendous. ProGlow™ is a comprehensive, total support system for the prostate gland. It
features 40 proven ingredients, in a single formulation,
including potent phytonutrients, amino acids, key minerals, powerhouse herbs, hormone balancers and crucial support for the immune and detoxification systems.
Prostate problems will affect most men during their lifetime and a proactive wellness strategy for this gland
is long overdue. Prostate health is critical to men of all

The Aquavate™ water treatment unit marketed by NTS
was the recipient of an award for “world leading innovation” and technology exports at the recent Water Industry Alliance Awards lunch. The Aquavate™ unit is a
unique technology which softens water without the repeated use of salts and it is maintenance-free and does
not require a power source. However, the water softening capacity is just one of the many benefits of this revolutionary device. The Aquavate™ also energises water
in the same manner as the highly successful Grander
technology from Europe. There is also a vortexing function which has a similar effect to the flowforms used in
biodynamics and a powerful paramagnetic charge is
also added to the water as it passes through the stainless steel cylinder. Reports of improved crop quality
and yield and enhanced performance from microbial
innoculums are common. For example, Roseneath Organic Farms are now using this technology to grow medicinal herbs. They report that their treated sunflowers
are 40% larger with associated yield increases. They also
claim that their broad beans weighed 40% more and
had 160% more nitrogen-fixing nodules. Sounds like a
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good reason to liquid inject with aquavate-treated water
when planting legumes. This technology also improves
water quality when watering livestock. Mt Gambier Grazier, Nick Kentish, uses treated water for this purpose
and he states “There is no doubt the animals taste the
difference - quite amazing! In the home, Aquavate™
owners report that clothes and dishes are washed more
effectively and shower alcoves are more easily cleaned.
There are also claims that garden plants grow much better with less water. From a personal perspective I have
been delighted with my Aquavate™.
The hard water which is a problem with my bore water
feels noticeably “softer” and my garden trials were abandoned as soon as I realised that the treated area was so
much more vibrant and vigorous than the untreated
area. Science goes out the back door at my place when I
am trying to grow the best food possible for my family!
Contact NTS or your local NTS Distributor to purchase
your Aquavate unit.

And Now For Something
Completely Different
In contrast, Shuttle™ chelation is quite different. The
shuttle ligand never actually enters the plant. The minerals are sequestered within a nano cluster from which the
shuttle ligand draws its cargo. The ligand latches on to
the positively charged mineral and is then attracted to
the negatively charged leaf surface like a nail to a magnet. The Shuttle™ agent, with its mineral cargo, docks
alongside the leaf and through a process called thermal
vibration, the mineral is deposited into the leaf. The
shuttle ligand, now missing the positively charged mineral that restrained it at the leaf surface, is attracted back
toward the nanocluster of minerals where it attaches
on to another mineral ion and returns to the leaf surface. This process is repeated time and time again until the minerals have all been successfully delivered. At
this point the shuttle ligand becomes a microbial food
source. If the Shuttle™ chelate has been applied to the
soil, rather than applied as a foliar, then the shuttle ligand can continue its mineral delivery beyond the original mineral cargo. Research has shown considerable ongoing enhancement in the soil until the Shuttle™ agent
has been consumed by soil microbes. In biologically inactive soils the Shuttle™ agent has remained operational
for over 12 months.

Shuttle Chelation Has No
Limitations
The unique Shuttle™ chelation system continues to
grow in popularity ten years after it was originally introduced to the Australian marketplace. There are a number
of features which differentiate this nutrient delivery system from other forms of chelation including the following: in conventional chelation, the chelating agent enters the plant along with the desired mineral, where it
becomes an alien presence within the plant. The plant
must then waste energy in the process of detoxing the
chelating agent. It is also possible for the chemical chelator to complex other minerals within the plant inducing
a deficit (if the other mineral is already quite low).
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